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Back in the years of 2008-2009 I went through a rough separation in my marriage, and then finally a
divorce. The aftermath of depression and brokenness brought with it a barrage of mental, emotional, and
spiritual exhaustion. I remember literally ripping myself out of bed and putting myself together the first
Sunday living back with my parents. It was time to go to church.
I wasn’t feeling particularly like I didn’t want to go worship, that morning. But what I didn’t want was to
have to explain to all the people I knew, in the ward I had grown up in, what had happened to me. In their
concern, I knew, they would want to mourn with me, shower condolences, and worst, ask me what had
happened. All of that had nothing to do with worshipping God, and yet going to church would certainly
mean that I would have to face all those things. I wanted to worship God. I didn’t want to deal with people.
I remember looking in the mirror and thinking about all of the many people who had been hurt like me,
or far worse, or who were still in the midst of their Abrahamic trials. I felt an immense amazement. Why
did any of them go to Church? Why did any of them go and face the questions, the nonverbal judgment,
the unspoken assumptions?
Never before in my life had I felt such compassion for the struggling Christian, specifically the struggling
Latter-day Saint. Previously, throughout my life, I had always rolled my eyes and sighed when people I
considered “more than capable” didn’t drag themselves out of bed and come to church. Getting to church
seemed like such an easy thing to do. I had sorrowed at those, who in their “weakness” and “wickedness”,
came only for Sacrament meeting and then cut out afterwards, or other attendance hybrids. Until this
point in my life, I had always thought that church attendance was the primary measure of someone’s
testimony, their belief in and devotion to God. Oh, what a fool I was! What a modern pharisee I was!

Part I: The Dragon of Church Culture
Now, standing in front of that mirror, fighting with myself over going to my meetings and facing the
members of my ward, I knew better. I understood, for the first time in my life, that church attendance
was not the sole measure of my own testimony, nor that of anyone else’s.
Where had I gotten such an idea? From family culture. I was raised that if I believed in God I went to
church, I partook of the sacrament, and I renewed my baptismal covenants. This wasn’t necessarily a bad
thing—I felt that it was a very good tradition. But I also got it from church culture. When I attended church,
one of the easy, juvenile answers to all the questions Sunday School teachers ask is: go to church; with
reading scriptures and saying prayers coming first, of course. However, in this idea, culture was not solely
to blame. God has commanded us to go to church. The scriptures teach, “And that thou mayest more fully
keep thyself unspotted from the world, thou shalt go to the house of prayer and offer up thy sacraments
upon my holy day; for verily this is a day appointed unto you to rest from your labors, and to pay thy
devotions unto the Most High” (Doctrine and Covenants 59:9-10).
So, going to church is a commandment. But it is not the only—nor primary—measure of a person’s
relationship with God, or their testimony of His gospel. It is only one aspect of godly devotion. It is,
perhaps, popular to use for checking on people’s faith because it is so easy to see, and to measure.
Many ideas occurred to me as I stood in front of that mirror, that Sunday morning, years ago. Ideas of
how to avoid the people and still honor and worship the Lord. First, and most promising, I could show up
late, take the sacrament, then cut out before the end of the meeting. My excuse: The talks are not the
most important part, and they aren’t always that great anyway. Second, I could weather some social
attacks by showing up early with my parents, but then still cut out before the meeting ended to avoid
more. But why should I have to weather anything? Was it anyone’s business that my life was in shambles?
Why did I have to report on everything to all these other people? There I was, contemplating the very
behavior patterns I had always misjudged before, and realizing that they had so little to do with
wickedness, disbelief, or lack of testimony. My testimony was a little bruised, but it was far from
struggling.
The verdict? Well, I did go. I went early with my parents. Then, I stayed for the entire three-hour block (it
was still three hours back then). I smiled as much as I could. I accepted people’s condolences and wellwishes. I came up with a rather abbreviated version of my plight (“He just didn’t want to be married to
me anymore. So, here I am. Tada!”), and then I thanked God when I was at last safe in my parent’s car
and on the way home. I had overcome the hardest obstacle to my weekly Sunday attendance—getting
the ward members’ curiosity out of the way.
I have never been the same since that day, staring in the mirror. As I sat that first Sunday in the
congregation, I looked at all the people around me with new eyes. I saw eyes that had cried all night and
that morning, just like me, but had been expertly masked by makeup. I saw the faces of people who, like
me, had managed to win their internal argument and had come to church rather than stay curled up in
bed, wanting to hope and sleep their very real, deep pains away. I realized, with shocking clarity, that it is
a miracle that anyone goes to church. Every person around me, sitting in those pews, was a miracle. They
had woken up and come. My heart filled with love for each and every one of them while I was there. It
wasn’t a self-righteous congratulatory feeling, as in, “Look at you, you made it. That means you’re
righteous today. Now I don’t have to worry about you, at least for this week.”. No, it was a deep love of
gratitude, as in, “Look at you, you are a miracle. You came to church today for God despite me, despite
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everyone else. That might be one of the hardest things to do. I know that now. I know that you are
amazing. I’m honored to be here with you.”.
This story is just one tiny experience from my life. It is a story about how culture and perception can keep
you and me from seeing people for who they really are. It can keep us from developing a relationship with
God. And, sometimes, these things can lead us to negatively influence others and hinder their relationship
with God; even to hinder their progression in God’s plan and on the covenant path.

The Dragon of Church Culture
In our world we have a few different depictions of the fantastical dragon. Most often we tend to lean
toward the darker, European version which is monstrous, fire breathing and which tends to symbolize
chaos, pride, evil, and destruction. For the purposes of this allegory, I’d like to point very specifically at
the dragon, Smaug, in the story of The Hobbit. Smaug was a worm from the north, and he was drawn to
the dwarven kingdom of Erabor because of the wealth of golden coins it had amassed. For, a dragon of
this kind is more or less addicted to gold and riches. Gold, jewels, and riches feed the dragon ego. He feeds
off it, in a sense. However, the question I want to bring out is this: “Why in the story of The Hobbit did the
wizard Gandalf decide to assist the dwarves of Erabor in regaining their old kingdom, under the mountain?
Certainly, Gandalf the wizard was a nice guy, but he had a very specific reason for helping the dwarves
and urging the hobbit, Bilbo, out of his front door. And that reason was because he had a foreboding that
“the enemy”—Sauron (who is a type-of-Satan for the intent of this blog)—would try to use the dragon in
a war against Middle Earth, and to conquer it.
Consider that. The dragon was dangerous without a direct connection to Sauron—that was clear. But the
greatest danger he posed was in becoming an ally of “the enemy” of Middle Earth. The dragon was so
formidable that should he rise up and take Sauron’s side, he could be the undoing of Middle Earth. That
was why Gandalf helped the dwarves and that was why he involved the meekest of creatures, a hobbit.
The dragon had to be beaten so that Middle Earth could be saved.
We have a very similar dragon, today. I call it the Dragon of Church Culture. It is a very real creature in our
world. It is powerful and, in many ways, useful. Yet, it has no allegiance to God and is currently in a
dangerous alliance with our very real adversary, Satan. Satan has taken notice of our church culture issues
and he is actively using them to destroy the elect of God. Thus, we just can’t hold onto our culture
anymore, simper adoringly under its spell, or sweep its issues under the rug. Because Satan is actively
using it against us, it is a creature that we must slay. The sooner the better.
Our dragon came because fear, pride, weakness, and oversight led us to start counting and amassing
spiritual gold. That gold has become a sickness, just as it did for the dwarves of Erabor. It is keeping us
from the real treasure—a deep, personal, fulfilling, healing, and sanctifying relationship with our Savior,
Jesus Christ. A relationship that can help us become like our Father in Heaven.
But how did we get here? When did spiritual gold become a sickness and how do we fight off this dragon?
Well, culture is something we develop to support our way of life. More than a right or a wrong way,
initially, culture sort of happens because it is how we support our deeply held gospel beliefs. In a sense, a
culture makes it easier to live how we believe because it becomes a “way of life”. The problem is that
culture is developed by flawed humans who have opinions and struggles. Thus, they develop the culture
to match what they believe is “the answer” to protecting the belief system and helping others to live it.
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Thus, it becomes eccentric and invites oversight and pride—even a spiritual buffet from which we can pick
and choose only certain dishes to show our testimony.
In the first section of the Doctrine and Covenants we read: “And the arm of the Lord shall be revealed;
and the day cometh that they who will not hear the voice of the Lord, neither the voice of his servants,
neither give heed to the words of the prophets and apostles shall be cut off from among the people;”
(1:14). And who is He saying that to? Us! Listen, He continues: “For they have strayed from mine
ordinances and…they seek not the Lord to establish his righteousness, but every man walketh in his own
way, and after the image of his own god, whose image is in the likeness of the world…” (1:16). Our culture
has been formed in the likeness of the world, even if it looks a lot more righteous. It is only righteous by
comparison with the world, but it falls terribly short when compared against the true measure, the gospel
of Jesus Christ. The culture compels us to obey by the power of peer pressure, historical stacks of golden
coins, and the weight of well-meaning, but fearful expectation. Our fear of dragon fire from others within
the culture leads us to focus on pleasing the culture, instead of developing a close relationship with God,
and pleasing only Him.
Do you see what happens? Appeasing the dragon of culture, becomes our focus, instead of our love of
God and our relationship with Him. It doesn’t take a large shift in our focus to get off track. It takes only
putting Christ in the blurry background—where we swear we can still see Him—while bringing other
things closer and making them more clear than He is.
We are all familiar with Cain and Abel. Abel offered a sacrifice and so did Cain, according to the
commandments. However, Abel offered his sacrifice with real intent—because he loved God, and because
God asked it of him. Cain, on the other hand, offered his sacrifice because Satan told him to (Moses 5:1823). They both offered a sacrifice according to a command. However, why they offered the sacrifice made
all the difference. Keeping commandments because we love God is “acceptable” to Him. Keeping
commandments because the dragon of church culture tells us to, is unacceptable.
When appeasing and fitting into the church culture becomes our focus, instead of our deeply held truths
and beliefs, then the dragon comes. He’s drawn not to our gospel, but to our golden culture. And though
he’s frightening, he praises us for our golden culture, and we keep giving him the gold to keep him happy.
Then, the culture becomes focused not on the gospel, but on feeding the dragon. This is how we got here.
Culture is a good thing when it focuses us toward the gospel of Jesus Christ in a Christ-centered way.
Culture becomes toxic, however, when it becomes something unto itself—like its own set of rules, like the
“oral law” of the pharisees. When culture becomes its own monster, a dragon, for example, it then ceases
to be helpful and becomes, instead, a hellish hindrance. It sits on the covenant pathway devouring
offerings of spiritual pride and empty works until those who feed it can no longer see beyond it, let alone
to get beyond it. They are stopped in their progression toward becoming like God. Often, they help others
to get stranded in front of the dragon. They begin to worship the beauty of the dragon (because they can
measure the successful offerings of their allegiance to it), adding to his hoard not just golden spiritual
works, but broken souls.
Okay, so let me know show you a little more specifically what this looks like.
An example of a cultural belief (or an oral law) is the notion that young men and women who love the
Lord will serve a mission, most especially at the earliest possible age they qualify for it. Young men get the
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harder brunt of this because of the prophetic plea, “…every worthy able young man should prepare to
serve a mission” (President Thomas S. Monson, A Call for Missionaries, February 2011). If young people
are not on “the mission track” at least a few months before the anticipated age, we begin to fear for their
righteousness. It often becomes a source of personal and family shame if a son waffles in his desire to
serve, or if he chooses not to go. If he doesn’t serve at all, the culture supports the idea of group
disappointment that this young person has “failed” God and the family and is on the path to destruction.
So, the culture tries to support the prophet’s call, but often does it in a non-Christlike way, which is not
the gospel of Jesus Christ at all.
So here is the argument the dragon makes so that we will keep offering up golden coins of righteousness
to him. He argues, “But the call from a prophet of God is real. He does encourage every worthy and able
young man to serve.” So, how does the gospel of Jesus Christ, which we claim to believe, reply? It says,
“But you misunderstand the call to go to mean that anyone who doesn’t is in dire spiritual danger, and in
terrible covenant disfavor. This is not so.” This idea that those who can and do not are evil, or lost forever,
is a cultural belief encouraged by the dragon, not the gospel of Jesus Christ.
The culture, or oral law of expectations that we surround the gospel with, becomes a groupthink problem
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupthink). The group decides at a macro level, discouraging individual
revelation and application of the gospel of Jesus Christ. It often never occurs to the group that those who
shrink from serving a mission do so for the right reason. They don’t feel ready. They have been inspired
to develop their relationship with God more and to learn the things that will help them do that, which
takes them on a path that doesn’t fit “the culture”, but it does fit “the gospel” of faith, repentance,
covenant-making and sacrifice. Many, who go on missions just to satisfy the culture, often come home
early because they were not spiritually ready. Then, they respond to the feeling of group shame that they
came home early and sometimes leave the church because they couldn’t offer the gold up that the dragon
wanted. This, my friends, is a tragedy!
It never occurs to us that having more golden coins (or doing things the way the culture has come to
expect) does not mean we have a better relationship with God. It never occurs to us that going to church
or on mission to satisfy the group, or the culture—just to earn the coins—means nothing to God (Moroni
7:6-7). It only means something to the dragon. For “when [we] knew god, [we] glorified him not as God,
neither were thankful; but became vain in [our] imaginations, and [our] foolish hearts [were] darkened.
Professing [ourselves] to be wise, [we] became fools” (Romans 1:21-22). “For behold, God hath said a man
being evil cannot do that which is good; for if he offereth a gift, or prayeth unto God, except he shall do it
with real intent it profiteth him nothing. For behold, it is not counted unto him for righteousness” (Moroni
7:6-7).
I grew up with a young man, who, when the time came for him to serve a mission, he decided not to go.
He did keep going to church, and trying to live the gospel. Then, he met an amazing, fabulous young
woman. They decided to get married civilly and then prepare to go to the temple together to receive their
endowment and be sealed. Some were a little concerned about the failed mission service, and even more
were uncertain about the marriage that didn’t take place in the temple. However, I knew both personally,
and they are some of the most Christlike and faithful people I have ever met. After getting married civilly
they began preparing to go to the temple. I was privileged to sit in on some of their temple preparation,
and these two people were spiritually acute, worthy, and had more desire and excitement to enter into
these very real and powerful temple covenants with God, than I had seen in many others who did things
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the “cultural way”. What happened with both of them was that they had testimonies and a personal
relationship with God for themselves. They followed personal inspiration that led them to find each other
and build a beautiful, covenant family.
These amazing individuals progressed along the covenant path differently than the culture expected
because they were “all in”. They knew themselves and they knew the Lord and they loved Him. The young
man loved God but knew a mission wasn’t in the cards for him. This young woman loved the Lord, and
when she met the young man, they both knew that they needed to get married civilly and then prepare
for the temple. Their eyes were on the same goal as all of the rest of us. They wanted an eternal family
and were working toward one. The culture was against them. But the gospel of Jesus Christ was not. Some
people were afraid for them—unnecessarily. God was not.
Well, my friends, we have a very real dragon on our hands. What are we going to do with it? Are we going
to let its alliance with the enemy go on?
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Our Brain Likes to Categorize, Label, and Group
I admit being in love with several missionaries during my time as a pre-teen and teenager. I grew up in
mid-Missouri where members of the church were relatively few, and especially dateable young men.
Unlike member-dense areas, our missionaries were in our ward every week, and often in our homes a few
times a month for meals. I saw young missionaries as the height of male righteousness. In my heart, I
decided that I would someday marry a “return missionary”. I believed that if I did, my life would be a
fairytale.
Labeling is something that our brains do as we develop a culture. As we discussed back in part I, culture is
not something that is good or evil, in and of itself, initially, but it is something we develop to support our
belief systems until it becomes a way of life.
At a young age, I responded to the label of “return missionary”. It is something that, at some point in the
past, we began to call people who served a mission to separate, or distinguish them, from others who had
not served a mission. Then, it became a label that, for later generations, we began to use to distinguish
between members of the church perceived as righteous, or not as righteous, or perhaps even unrighteous.
The label “return missionary” established a group. For me, it instilled in me the cultural idea that returned
missionaries were the only choice for marrying. This is not altogether a bad thing, but that does not
necessarily mean that it’s a good thing, or a right way to make such an important decision.
There are a lot of good things about those individuals who are willing to give up 18-months to 2 years of
their life to serve the Lord. Serving a mission impacts the spiritual trajectory of those who do so. Yet,
marrying a “return missionary” does not guarantee that the person who served is better than someone
who didn’t. Sometimes, through the label “return missionary” the cultural dragon communicates
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something generalized and untrue: that a person who served a mission will remain faithful to the gospel
of Jesus Christ, or even be a good match in other ways.
I did end up marrying a return missionary. However, that marriage failed because that young man—as
amazing as he was—had many, many other issues that I should have factored into my decision aside from
his “return missionary” status. I should have thought a little deeper and saw past an outward
achievement. I should have seen past a label and a cultural grouping. But I liked that label, at the time. It
reassured me. And that’s the point I want to make. That cultural label shouldn’t have been something I
leaned upon for reassurance.
I eventually learned that I put too much trust in the label. Because in the end, he didn’t want to stay
married. Did I marry another return missionary? I absolutely did. But not because he was a “return
missionary”. I married him because he loved God as much as I did and it showed in everything he said and
did. I married him because he’s the most interesting man on the planet, and many, many other important
characteristics that I took into consideration after I learned not to judge people by cultural labels. Is he
perfect? No. But God brought us together in a miraculous way because I was looking for something other
than a labeled group of individuals—I was looking for evidence of the things that really mattered.
Do you see the difference in how I made my decision the second time around? The first time, I let a label
of “return missionary” carry too much weight in influencing my first marriage choice; more weight than
other evidence and experience I had. However, it carried no particular weight in my second marriage
choice. I understood, the second time around, the “fruits” of the love of God, the “fruits” of a disciple of
Jesus Christ and deep personal testimony, not just a cultural check mark that someone has risen to in
order to fulfill a group expectation. You’ll remember in Part I, the story of the wonderful couple I
recounted. What a tragedy if that amazing woman had judged that amazing man by his choice to not serve
a mission!
Church culture—and family cultures which are patterned after church culture—often tend to encourage
categorizing and labeling people. We put them in a labeled group so that we can, at a high level, protect
ourselves from sin, suffering, and trials. In fact, creating labels is a natural way that our brain makes sense
of the world around it. I could no sooner ask all of us to stop categorizing and labeling then I could ask you
to stop drinking water. There is, however, a better way to apply this natural technique that our brain uses.
There is a way to use categorizing and labeling to avoid forming judgmental groupings that destroy a
gospel-centered, Zion culture. This skill that our brain has becomes a help, and not as much of a hindrance,
when we put it to use in self-evaluation. When we use this skill to self-evaluate and repent, we can change
our church culture from one that uses labels and groupings to one that is gospel-centered and Christlike.
In the story of The Hobbit, by J.R.R. Tolkien, there are several races of fantastical beings which he employs
in the story-telling process. Each of these races have great strengths and great weaknesses. None of the
races are perfect. None are best or worst. They simply are what they are for the purpose of the world he
created, Middle Earth, and the story.
I’m going to talk a little bit about modern pharisees in this cast. And I’m going to do it by talking quite a
bit about the different races in The Hobbit and detailing, to some extent, their characteristics. By so doing,
I want you to look for each races’ strengths, each races’ weaknesses, and I want you to figure out which
of these fictional races you most identify with, or to which you are the most sympathetic. I’m asking you
to use your brain’s inherent categorization powers to self-evaluate the areas of your life and thought-
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processes where you might be a modern pharisee. Then, we’ll catch back up with that self-evaluation at
the end of the cast.

Of Modern Pharisees
Someone once told my mother that it was wrong for her to let her kids change back into normal clothes
on Sundays, after we had attended church. They told her that she should make us wear them until
bedtime, so that by so doing we wouldn’t forget it was Sunday and would always keep it holy, protecting
us from committing sin. They were apparently really worried about how our family observed the Sabbath
day. They, without realizing it I’m sure, preached to my mother that if she kept us clothed in Sunday attire
for the entire Sabbath day, none of us would ever “fall away” or “go astray” from the gospel of Jesus
Christ. My mother, who has always studied the scriptures with a reckless desire for knowledge, was
baffled. Great prophets like Adam and Israel had trouble with their kids even though they were prophets
and kept the commandments. Did this person, who had chided her, really believe that keeping us girls in
Sunday attire for the entire Sabbath day was the key to our eternal salvation? It was very clear that they
did. They often, innocently, pointed out how righteous their kids were and how they were all going on
missions and getting married in the temple because they had kept them clothed in Sunday Best all day.
They were comparing their children’s outward spiritual achievements against hers.
This poor, well-meaning, yet unsuspecting pharisee. Luckily, because my mother studied the gospel, she
knew such an assertion was silly, if insulting. But the constant disapproval of her gospel parentingtechniques often hurt her feelings, and made it difficult for her to endure conversations with this person.
I think there were times, too, when we had given her grief—which we did a lot—that these other person’s
opinions may have made my mother second guess herself and the efforts she was making. In most other
respects, this person was inspiring. And perhaps for their own family, this was the personal revelation
they had received and therefore the right thing for them—which is great! But the error was in persecuting
my mother and making her feel that me and my sisters’ spiritual failures were my mother’s fault for what
clothes we wore after church. This person didn’t understand important aspects of the atonement of Jesus
Christ, or of moral agency.
This is an example of something else that culture does. It produces, in time, different schools of thought
in how the gospel of Jesus Christ should be lived. Different kinds of people begin correctly by seeking
personal inspiration and they receive answers for how to stay on the covenant path for their unique lives,
and for their families. Then, as they do so successfully, they begin to feel that if everyone would only live
the gospel exactly the way they live it, those poor people could be happy and spiritually successful as well.
This sentiment grows as people who tend to adopt the same methods of obeying the commandments find
each other, share sentiments, and build large clans and groups. The groups, as they validate each other,
begin to feel and believe that “their way” of living the gospel is the best way, and so they begin to feel
that it is “the only way”. These clans and groups grow and begin to assert active influence on other
members around them, and thus, their ideas of how to live the gospel spread and grow into a culture.
They then begin to judge others as inferior, or misguided, who don’t live the gospel as they do, and who
don’t adopt the same family or cultural traditions as they do.
It’s hard to see when it happens. It all seems to logically make sense. These people think, with
fundamentally good desires: “Look how well our families are doing spiritually because we do things this
way. So, everyone else should do it like us.” But this is not the gospel at all. It is pride. “For they bind heavy
burdens and grievous to be borne, and lay them on men’s shoulders… Woe unto you, scribes and
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pharisees, hypocrites! For ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make
him twofold the child of hell than yourselves” (Matthew 23:3,13-23). In other words, we encourage them
to live our way instead of seeking their own personal revelation for where they and their families are in
their own, unique progression in the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Christ goes on to scold the pharisees for making rules about what people should and shouldn’t do. They
made rules for people to follow outside of the gospel and then persecuted the same people for not
following their rules. They touted their own “good works and ways” and then treated others in unchristian
ways by being unjust, prideful, unmerciful, and unfaithful. They gave more credence to “their way” of
keeping the commandment rather than to acts of faith that fell outside their carefully vetted parameters
(Ibid.).
I’m pretty sure that the person that gave my mom a hard time had no idea how we lived the gospel in our
home. They made assumptions based on outward comparisons. My mother didn’t just gather us together
to read as a family every night. She persevered through all of our moaning and groaning, complaints,
fights, and disrespect to actually teach us. She would stop in the middle of the verse, or many verses,
when we just wanted to get it over with, and try to help us understand it. She did it for years and years
even though we made it so difficult for her. She and my dad gathered us for prayer most mornings (when
it was feasible) and every night. With some infrequent resistance, my parents ensured that while we were
under their roof we had every opportunity, and a lot of parental encouragement, to attend church and
activities. My mom sweat blood and tears, leaving nothing left, to ensure that when we left home, if
nothing else, we knew that she knew that God lived, that Christ was real to her, and that she had a
testimony of the gospel of Jesus Christ that she would give her life for. It was easy to trust her testimony,
because she had given her life to teach us. Her life was evidence. It still is.

Of Elves
Let’s talk first about J.R.R. Tolkien’s elves.
Elves very much like being “separate” from men, dwarves, hobbits, and all other races. They build
elaborate places of retreat, usually in forest areas. They tend to pride themselves on being associated only
with themselves, or distant relations of high renown. They often build barriers between themselves and
others based on their ancient elvish heritage. They believe in, and have access to, all manner of magic and
world knowledge. They tend to know a lot about magic’s origins, history, and use. They often know many
languages which helps them to instruct or aid others in magical lore problems. They pride themselves on
their superiority in these things, and it is that feeling of superiority, of being better, that sometimes spurs
their helpful actions, not necessarily a sincere love for others—though there are some who do truly care
and are happy to be caretakes of Middle Earth and its beings. Elves tend to be well-dressed and to measure
you with their eyes based on elvish standards. While elves tend to be very powerful and do a great deal
of good, they also can damage feelings and relationships in their attempts to help “the lesser races”. Their
pride at being better than others is often evident in the manner of their service. They tend to be able to
see some magical things very well; while other magical elements totally elude them because they’ve
assigned such things to “lesser races”, or to epochs long past, when their high-born ancestors lived.
Now, if we examine the elves of Mirkwood, in the story of The Hobbit, we see many of these pharisaical
characteristics. All who come within their borders are examined and quickly judged based on their race.
They offer help, but as evidence of their superior goodness, not necessarily out of genuine concern or
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care. They see the outside world as evil, unsavory, and lost. The other creatures in it are rarely worth their
time, nor do they sully themselves to venture into it except at utmost need—when their own retreat is in
danger. The elves of Mirkwood do not come to the aid of the dwarves of Erabor when the dragon, Smaug,
comes and destroys the kingdom under the mountain and takes perch there. They look upon the dwarves
as lesser creatures for hoarding “good works” in their mountain and drawing Smaug there. The elves see
the dwarves as those who created the evils of “the culture”, little seeing how they have created something
similar within their own race. Most frightening, however, is that the Mirkwood elves, do not see the
danger in Smaug allying with Sauron. Sauron is presumed vanquished. So, they take it for granted that
they are “safe” because of who they are, how they live, and the magic they have.
Thranduil, the King of the woodland elves, is beautiful and terrible. You almost admire him and then you
feel sorry for him, because he is so self-deceived. He is so proud of his little kingdom and seeks no greater
good beyond it. He has ulterior motives for coming to battle after Smaug has demolished Lake Town—he
wants to recover notable ancestral objects. He’s been tipped off about Sauron’s existence—that he’s not
vanquished after all—but Thranduil isn’t worried about the enemy. He feels confident that his woodland
realm will be safe even if the enemy comes back. It isn’t until outright war with Sauron becomes real that
Thranduil employs his forces in fighting, though he is tempted to retreat many times back to the woods,
rather than to fight.
Now, I have pointed out many wonderful, praiseworthy things about the elves. But as you can see,
allegorically they have a few things they need to work on when it comes to living the gospel of Jesus Christ,
and helping to slay the cultural dragon. We see similar elvish-types in the Book of Mormon. They called
themselves “kingmen”. There were others too, who were professed Christians, who also felt and believed
as these kingmen did. We read that: pride began “to enter into the church—not into the church of God,
but into the hearts of the people who professed to belong to the church” (Helaman 3:33-35). The kingmen
and these other professed members didn’t like the idea of people all being on the same level with God,
or each other. They didn’t like that the dwarves had different political aims than they did. They didn’t like
grace being available to all unless it was available in the way they thought it should be. They didn’t want
a government of judges and to be ruled by the same rules as everyone else. They wanted a king, because
they considered themselves of high birth (Alma 51:8). They liked the idea of being given power and
authority over others because of their spiritual superiority (Ibid.), their heritage, and their riches. Yet, this
thought-process put the rest of the Nephites in danger when the Lamanite armies came. The prideful
members of the church were willing to side against their own brethren, the Nephites, to let them get
destroyed in battle because they hoped that by siding with the Lamanites, they would be given positions
of power and authority over others. They were willing to sacrifice their brethren to fix things the way they
wanted them.
Jesus taught regarding similar elvish-pharisees in the New Testament: “But all their works they do for to
be seen of men: they make broad their phylacteries, and enlarge the borders of their garments, and love
the uppermost rooms at feasts, and the chief seats in the synagogues, and greetings in the markets, and
to be called of men, Rabbi, Rabbi. But be ye not called Rabbi: for one is your Master, even Christ: and all
ye are brethren… And whosoever will exalt himself shall be abased; and he that shall humble himself shall
be exalted” (Matthew 23:5-12, italics added).
Another very elvish thing that modern pharisees sometimes do is to preach beautifully but then often
they struggle to actually do what they preach about in real life. In Matthew 23:1-3 we read: “Then spake
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Jesus to the multitude, and to his disciples, saying, The scribes and the pharisees sit in Moses’ seat: all
therefore whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe and do, but do ye not after their works: for they
say, and do not”. The pharisees preached beautifully about internal devotion, but struggled in those
matters themselves, such as: charity, love, mercy, and “righteous” judgment (Matthew 23:23).

Of Dwarves
Second, we have dwarves. Dwarves have their own pharisaical tendencies as well as a little modern scribe.
Dwarves, like elves (whom they don’t like being compared to) also like being “separate”. They hide deep
in their underground societies, and pride themselves on their physical strength, independence, and
mining craftsmanship. They have a history of working alongside other races, but take offense easily, thus
causing most of those past alliances to die in the face of their stubborn determination to hold on to the
grudge and judge others ungracefully. It is possible that a little bit of their “touchiness” is due to a
subconscious sense of inferiority. They sometimes like to make shows of their dwarvish strength to prove
they are “up to par” with everyone else. They judge all current interactions by past insults, because to
forget is to become soft and open themselves up to more insult, and dwarves are anything but soft. They
have immense hospitality for those who are dwarvish or who have an affinity for dwarves. They tend to
have their own kind of magic which, in its way and for its specific uses, is better than that of elves or other
races. They tend to be somewhat immune to, and disapproving of, other races’ magic. They tend to dress
for their trades. They prefer kinship and loyalty. But if you cross them, you may never get back into their
good graces. There is very little question of ever making amends. Dwarves are in Middle Earth “for the
long haul”. They intend to survive. They might do so, better, however, if they would forget past offenses
and learn to ally more genuinely with other races.
The dwarves who make up the company Bilbo, the hobbit, travels with, are exceedingly lovable and loyal.
But they are also annoying, emotional, and fickle. They don’t take much time to think, ponder, or make
sense of things; often, they whip out their swords when a little pondering and forethought and especially
faith in other races might have saved them a bit of trouble. They tend to jump to shallow conclusions.
They spurn help, knowledge, and magic even when their quest cannot proceed without it. They adopt
Bilbo quickly. But because he is not truly like them, they nearly oust him from their party a few times. Only
a few shows of true love—true Christianity by the hobbit—help the dwarves to see that Bilbo is worthy of
their trust and care. They give great credence to their ancestral history (just like the elves), but are
sometimes blind to the obvious issues and flaws inherent in the traditions that are passed down. Thorin
Oakenshield, in particular, the heir to the kingdom of Erabor, is certain he is not going to fall under the
same “gold sickness” as his grandfather. Yet, once back “under the mountain” he becomes jealous and
judgmental, and makes poor decisions all to protect “his gold and traditions” at the cost of his dwarvish
companions, and Bilbo. It is only outright war with Sauron that shakes him out of his determination to
drown himself in “the culture”.
This is a critical point. What we see with Thorin we also saw with Thranduil. Do we want outright war with
Satan, our enemy, to be what wakes us up to our cultural struggles and prejudices? Do we want spiritual
warfare to come before we wake up to what the enemy is doing with our church culture to separate and
weaken us? Do we want Satan’s minions, marching against us and taking spiritual lives, to be what opens
our eyes to our own self-imposed cultural groupings and prideful beliefs?
We see some very dwarvish behavior in the New Testament. A pharisee asks Jesus to come to his house
to eat. While Jesus is there, eating, a woman comes and sits near Jesus’s feet weeping. She begins to wash
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his feet with her tears, and to wipe the tears off with her hair. She’s also brought an expensive alabaster
box full of ointment. After wiping Jesus’s feet, she anointed them with the ointment. In Luke 7:39-47 we
read:
Now, when the Pharisee which had bidden [Jesus] saw [what the woman was doing], he spake
within himself, saying, This man, if he were a prophet, would have known who and what manner
of woman this is that toucheth him: for she is a sinner.
And Jesus [answering the pharisee’s thoughts, which he didn’t speak aloud] said unto him, Simon,
I have somewhat to say unto thee. And he saith, Master, say on.
There was a certain creditor, which had two debtors: the one owed five hundred pence, and the
other fifty. And when they had nothing to pay, he frankly forgave them both. Tell me therefore,
which of them will love him most? Simon answered and said, I suppose that he, to whom he
forgave most. And he said unto him, Thou hast rightly judged.
And he turned to the woman, and said unto Simon, Seest thou this woman? I entered into thine
house, thou gavest me no water for my feet: but she hath washed my feet with tears, and wiped
them with the hairs of her head. Thou gavest me no kiss: but this woman, since the time I came
in hath not ceased to kiss my feet. My head with oil thou didst not anoint: but this woman hath
anointed my feet with ointment. Wherefore, I say unto thee, her sins, which are many, are
forgiven; for she loved much: but to whom little is forgiven, the same loveth little.
Simon, the pharisee, exhibited a natural dwarvish resentment for the woman, because she was not a
pharisee, like himself. She sinned differently—in a more outward way—and thus, she didn’t fit into the
dwarvish, or pharisaical mold. He compared his outward righteousness with her outward sins, calling her
a sinner, not realizing that he was also a sinner. By outward comparison, Simon was congratulating himself
internally. And we can see that because of his self-congratulation based on outward acts that it never
occurred to Simon to wash Jesus’s feet, to kiss him, or to anoint his feet. His love for the Savior was
inhibited by his feelings of dwarvish superiority. He was overly confident in his personal righteousness
and didn’t think he needed Jesus as much as the woman because of the outward ways in which he
measured. Perhaps he felt that he was doing the Savior a nice deed by simply having him into his home
for a meal, adding the gesture to his list of spiritual accomplishments. His misconceptions inhibited his
ability to recognize and love the Savior as he ought. His misconceptions inhibited the scope of his
relationship with Jesus. On the other hand, we have the woman, who while she didn’t exhibit pharisaical—
or dwarvish—righteousness, and was not outwardly righteous in the ways that were expected by
pharisees; yet, her acts revealed an inward righteousness that Simon didn’t have. She loved Jesus more
and could not help but cry over Him, wash His feet, kiss Him, and anoint Him. Her relationship with the
Savior was closer than the pharisee’s. She saw her need for Him, thus her sins could be forgiven.
Like elves and dwarves, all of us—with no exceptions—is at one time or another, to some smaller or
greater extent, a modern pharisee. Despite our best efforts, the dragon gets to us, often without us
knowing it. Sometimes, we just like the gold. So, because of that, we’re going to stop for just a minute and
get a little deeper on our elves and dwarves, who, for the intent of this allegory are the most visible and
outwardly recognizable modern pharisees.
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Most of us don’t have all these issues. But, most of us have some, or at least one. These may include, but
are not limited to:
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Personal misinterpretation or cultural misunderstanding of grace, through the atonement of Jesus
Christ; most especially, our understanding of how to access, apply it, and give it to others.
Tendency to judge other people’s righteousness using our own outward, cultural righteousness
as the measuring stick.
Tendency to blame and judge others for our spiritual struggles and problems, or the spiritual
struggles and problems of our loved ones; things might have been better had not __________
been the leader, teacher, etc.
Harsh, biting words which reflect an inner resentment, submerged hurt, a subconscious despair,
or often impatience with other people’s perceived spiritual inferiority.
Need for spiritual control. This manifests itself in the preference of a checklist of how to excel
spiritually and how to measure spiritual righteousness. We love to be rule and commandment
police. We excel in the face of checklists.
Eccentric fear of sin, negative consequences, or losing spiritual control over our lives, or the lives
of others. This is often why we appreciate outward signs and checklists to comfort and ensure our
own minds that we are “on track”.
Innate need for extra rules, which is fundamentally a protection system that we develop to
alleviate our fear of sinning, and to protect ourselves from even getting close to committing sin.
Fear of losing to others in comparison, or of not achieving or passing “the test” of knowledge,
righteousness, or strength. This is why checklists comfort us so much. We can prove we are getting
“good grades”.
Have a self-esteem or a self-worth that is defined by things we can control, measure, and compare
against. We often compare our own measurements to others from a need to double-check and
be sure that we are “of worth” or “of value”.
Need to self-validate and self-comfort through awards, certificates, acclamations, and
successfully checked off lists because we don’t trust comfort or validation from the Holy Ghost
because it isn’t as visible as we would like. To measure in this manner leaves us feeling uncertain,
a feeling we do not like. Plus, it requires us to seek personal revelation, rather than to “trust in
the arm of flesh” (2 Nephi 4:34).
Need to feel that we are a part of an elite group of righteous people, to be friends with high elves
or wizards, and receive their validation.

Now, this list might sound harsh. And it is. It is extremely uncomfortable truth. I list it, not without being
guilty of several of its bullet points myself, many times throughout my life. I’m not categorizing each of
you. That’s your job, today. You get to listen to, or read, this list and self-evaluate for yourself. Do you
have one, a few, some, or many dwarvish or elvish struggles? Have you ever been afraid of “not passing
the test”? Have you ever been afraid of what others will think of you or your family based on outward
acts? Have you been afraid that you or your family will look less righteous, or inferior if any of you makes
a visible mistake? Take a look at these things not as a way to take offense, but as a way to find out if there
are things about yourself that you are not aware of, just as I have been totally unaware of them at times.
We are all, at one time or another, tricked by the cultural dragon into adding to the hoard of golden coins,
to pad his ego or our own. You are not alone. We are all in this story together.
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Of Hobbits
Hobbits are all things hygge. H-y-g-g-e (pronounced something like hoo-gah) is a Danish and Norwegian
word for a mood of coziness and comfortable conviviality with feelings of wellness and contentment.
Hobbits set up their lives to be as happy and comfortable as possible. While hobbit life is not without its
flaws, they value “good tilled earth” and cozy home life far more than position, renown, or other things
that tend to proceed from outward acclamation and pride. Hobbits don’t even have a real government.
They don’t place anyone above or below another. They have a mayor who is mayor in name only. He
doesn’t actually have any clout or responsibilities. Hobbits are incredibly humble. While they grumble at
each other a bit, they still treat each other with respect, accepting each other as they are and with all their
very many oddities. In many ways, Hobbits are a great example of meekness. They find joy in shows of
magic, but don’t particularly prescribe status or long-term awe to someone like Gandalf, the wizard, who
for all intents and purposes is one of the most powerful beings in Middle Earth. To them he is just an old
man with a few tricks up his sleeve. They love him. But he doesn’t particularly over-awe them at all, though
they love his fireworks. Hobbits accept people for how they are, more or less. They don’t compare
themselves against others. They are quite content to be hobbits, and have no shame about not being
wizards, elves, men, or dwarves.
Hobbits do interact with all the races, and find them all interesting, but do not necessarily like to leave
their homes generally, except perhaps to go to local parties, and sometimes not even that. Hobbits also
really like to get gifts. Hobbits might interact more with elves and dwarves if these two races were more
aware of them. However, elves and dwarves, in general, are more concerned with themselves, and so
hobbits often fly under their radar. If they do meet them, they simply find hobbits interesting and unusual,
even childlike. Hobbits also manage to go unnoticed, for the most part, by men. Yet, they do trade with
them, in small degrees, and interact with them where their neighborhoods come into contact.
In the scriptures we have a few hobbit-like individuals. The two that I thought of first are Sam, Nephi’s
older brother, and Jonathan, the son of Saul and the best friend of David, the king. We know very little
about Sam except that he believed in Nephi’s words when Nephi shared with him the things the Lord had
shown him (1 Nephi 2:17), he took a beating from Laman and Lemuel by Nephi’s side when he stood by
Nephi about going back yet again to get the gold plates from Laban (1 Nephi 3:28), he was shown partaking
of the fruit of the tree of life in Lehi’s dream, and that he and his family received a covenant inheritance
with Nephi’s family, Lehi’s “first blessing” (2 Nephi 1:28-29), and that he and his seed were grouped in
with those who took upon them the name of Nephites and embraced the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Sam didn’t get the celebrity that Nephi got. He simply accepted the truth when he heard it and obeyed
humbly, and received all the same blessings that Nephi got without it being broadcasted everywhere. Was
he okay with that? We don’t have his words on that. But it seems as though he was content to stay out of
the drama. And Nephi and his two eldest brothers, Laman and Lemuel certainly had their share of drama.
Jonathan (1 Samuel 13-23) is another hobbit-type. He might have been the heir to the throne, except that
Saul lost the Lord’s backing. Jonathan knew when David was brought in by the prophet Samuel that David
would be the next king, not him. He was okay with that. In the Bible Dictionary we read about Jonathan:
“His friendship for David, whom he might naturally have regarded as a rival, is one of the most unselfish
incidents in Old Testament history”. He even protected David from his own father’s murder attempts.
Jonathan exhibited the loyalty and determined friendship of a hobbit.
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What we see in these two hobbit-types is incredible humility, charity, and meekness. These are internal
Christlike characteristics that also manifest themselves in outward actions. But not in outward actions
that usually bring recognition and renown. And, it is critical to note that Sam and Jonathan weren’t
concerned about being in the spotlight, or being seen as righteous, nor were they threatened by the
outward righteousness or talents of others. They were powerful, extremely powerful, in their own right
and yet no one around them registered it. But they didn’t care. They didn’t need everyone else’s validation
and praise. They weren’t unselfish for others. They were unselfish because their relationship with the Lord
took precedence over everything else. The gospel of Jesus Christ is about each of us developing a personal
relationship with the Lord and becoming like Him. Nothing else should matter, no other validation or
outward recognition should be as important as this goal.

Of Men
Men—in The Hobbit—compared to all other races, even hobbits, have a very short life span. They are
everywhere and come from many different lineages and backgrounds. Because of this, they are less
cliquish and have a lot of contact with all of the other races. Because men interact a good deal with other
races, they have, by default, had to develop a thick skin to protect their vulnerabilities. Thus, they are a
little less lovable and far more corruptible than hobbits. Some of them are often subject to selfishness,
ignorance, and the need to prove their worth in the world. Yet, because of their short life spans and
natural fragility, they are also subject to glorious acts of honor and renown in their desperation to do
good. It was, after all, Bard—the man—who shot the arrow that slew Smaug the dragon after he was
urged out of the Lonely Mountain by the dwarves.
Men are also wary and respecting of the wizards and the elves. They usually follow them—even if they
grumble under their breath. Men find dwarves frustrating, and rare—for dwarves very rarely interact with
men. Men both fear the wizards and elves and envy them, at times, wishing to have their seemingly unique
talents and capacities. Men see themselves as unable to rise to the magical knowledge and capacities of
Wizards, elves and dwarves. They may decide that they, as men, are generally made of good stuff, but
they frequently doubt their worth. This self-doubt often keeps them from discovering their unique and
innate magic and their capacity for good in Middle Earth. Some struggle to live up to their potential,
because they doubt their potential.
Though some men rise up to become masters of magical lore, human magic, and other tale-worthy feats,
they tend to feel, in general, that they can’t achieve much of what elves, dwarves, wizards, and hobbits
do. They often don’t realize that heroic acts and magical achievements aren’t a race thing, but a faith
thing. And they struggle to have faith in themselves, though their faith in God is strong. We see this in the
Lord of the Rings, in Aragorn. He is extremely wary of his humanity and worried that his weaknesses will
trick him into accepting his birthright as king. More than anything, he wants to do what’s right, so he
avoids reclaiming the throne of Gondor, until outright war with the enemy is upon them.
Men, because of their frailty, can be inhibited in their relationship with God by their feelings of inferiority.
But they are also some of the first to humble themselves when the wizards knock on their door and invite
them to join a righteous quest. Bard, though he was extremely skeptical, was willing to do a good deed
and hide the dwarves and sneak them into Laketown. Then, when he was suspicious of the dwarves’
identity, he went and did the research to figure out who they really were. He didn’t just let his doubts
about them pass by. He was willing to stand up against the dwarves, once he knew who they were. In
front of the Master of Laketown and all its people he spoke up, dissuading them from helping the dwarves
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because of their desire for the gold. He knew the gold was going to be more of a problem than a help. He
also saved that special dragon arrow and even when others in his race were against him, and were fleeing,
he had the heart to slay the dragon, Smaug.
In the gospel of Jesus Christ, in the church, and in the scriptures, men are those that sometimes tend to
fall under the radar of celebrity. They rarely get the recognition that Wizards, elves, and dwarves get.
Most often, they are not noted for their hobbit-like meekness, even if they exhibit it in lesser degrees.
Instead, they fall within those groups of people about whom we often learn very little. They are the “few,
who are the humble followers of Christ; nevertheless, they are led, that in many instances they do err,
because they are taught by the precepts of men” (2 Nephi 28:14). They are those who respond to the
powerful preaching of prophets and missionaries, who are brought down “into the depths of humility, to
be the humble followers of God and the Lamb” (Helaman 6:5). They are those who often suffer afflictions
and persecutions because of the pride of the elves and dwarves (Alma 4:15). They are those whose
numbers are so great that we hear about them in generalities. They are often the ninety-and-nine that
Jesus refers to—which, I might add, is a pretty good place to be. They are often those upon whom He can
depend and thus they don’t get the same outward attention as the one who strays (Matthew 18:12). They
aren’t the squeaky wheel. They are those few, of the five wise virgins, who do know the Lord, or who are
trying with all their might, mind, and strength to develop a relationship with Him, and thus “He knows
them”, and they have sufficient oil in their lamps to be guided to the wedding feast, and to be allowed in
(Matthew 25:1-12).

Of Wizards
We’ll be talking a great deal more about wizards in Part IV. But I want to touch upon them shortly for this
self-evaluation.
Wizards, are perhaps, the category of people we are most familiar with. Wizards are the caretakers of
Middle Earth. They are, for the intent of this allegory, spiritual leaders. Prophets, for sure, but in some
examples, even area leaders, bishops and stake presidents, and other stake or ward organizational
leaders. Wizards, as we see with Gandalf and Radaghast, in The Hobbit, are not perfect. But they have
been chosen and given authority and power to do “caretaking” for certain aspects of Middle Earth. They
have been given a great deal of responsibility over large areas or large issues. Sometimes, as is evident in
the book, wizards make mistakes or suffer from mortal limitations. But generally, they are doing their best
with the vast caretaking stewardships they’ve been given. And in the case of prophets, seers, and
revelators, they act—almost exclusively—in God’s name and under His direction. Because they are still
characters in the story, just like we are, we must expect their mortality and individual personalities and
experiences to color their approach to their calling. Like Galadriel says in The Fellowship of the Ring about
the wizard, Gandalf, “we don’t yet know his full purpose”. Neither do we know the full missions or
purposes of God for our wizards. Their stewardship is often much larger than our own, and its complexities
unknown to us, except perhaps in part.
What is important to note about wizards, is that they are as much a regular character in the story as we
are. However, unlike elves, dwarves, hobbits, and men, they are not another race. The title of wizard is a
calling or a role, that cannot be ignored or cast aside in pursuit of our spiritual quests. Sometimes we get
elvish wizards. Sometimes we get human wizards. Sometimes we get dwarvish wizards. And hopefully,
more often than not, we get hobbit-like wizards. But most often what we get are half breed wizards; a
combination of virtues and vices, strengths and weaknesses. Thus, there are things we love about our
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wizards, but then we also find things to be offended by. Most importantly, no matter their unique
personalities and flaws, without them, the quest to slay our dragons cannot succeed.
Wizards, like Radaghast and Gandalf, are often called off to do other things that help the quest even
though we don’t always get to know the details, and often when their departure makes if feel like they
are abandoning us. Sometimes they seem to speak in riddles which we find frustrating. Sometimes, they
get frustrated with us for doubting them so much, or asking them to make it stop raining, like Bilbo did
when the quest for the Lonely Mountain had only just begun. Some wizards are better working alongside
all of the races, like Gandalf, and some do a whole lot better only interacting with certain ones, or only
other wizards.
Samuel, the prophet, is one of my favorite wizards. To me, he is very much a Gandalf type, who calls
people on spiritual quests and tries to save them when their own issues are causing havoc—to get them
back on track so that they can grow closer to the Lord. He seems to leave people and kings to themselves
when they are on the right track—for the most part—and then he shows up with counsel and reprimand
when things are getting well off track. Elijah, too, seems to fall into this category of a Gandalf-like wizard,
and Moses as well. These prophets were imperfect, yet powerful in their role as prophets.

Summary
We’ve been through a lot in this particular section. So, let’s do a brief recap. First, labeling leads to putting
people in groups making cultural assumptions about people that affect our ability to judge, and make
important decisions for life, in a Christlike manner. As well, assuming that the personal revelation we
receive for how to best live the gospel of Jesus Christ for ourselves and our family, is also what everyone
else should be doing, leads to the creation of religious groupings similar to our New Testament pharisees
and scribes. These groupings are encouraged by the cultural dragon, and Satan, our enemy, so that we
begin to pridefully judge and evaluate one another in unChristlike ways. Groupings and labels encourage
us to be modern pharisees. Modern pharisees, then, end up nurturing their own spiritual egos based on
outward evidence rather than developing a deep relationship with God.
I wonder, if while reading/hearing these allegorical race summaries, you have found pieces of yourself in
any of the races. Was there one race you sympathized with most? Or maybe you found a little of yourself
in all of them? What you discovered might both please you and frighten you. I have to admit, the elves of
Middle Earth are fairly inspiring. They have awed many with their looks and words. They have also
offended many with those same looks and words. The dwarves? They have their own charm. They are a
fighting, sturdy, loyal race. They have often been offended and been unable to let go of the resentment.
Forgiveness certainly isn’t their strong suit. They sometimes come to the wrong conclusions from a lack
of deep pondering. They sometimes give their own offense, for they are not known for being particularly
diplomatic. But yet, they’ve always come to the rescue when they’ve been called upon, and their deep
love of goodness shines through magically in those saving moments.
Maybe, however, you are all for 6+ meals a day and a life of meek and humble hygge. You prefer to help
everyone, stick to the doctrines of the gospel, and be a peacemaker, or minimally, not a part of the drama.
Or perhaps you even prefer the flawed goodness of man. He too is inspiring and real—extremely relatable,
and often heroic. He doesn’t ever seem to place himself above you or below you. He just goes with the
flow in his own way, supporting the right when the wizards come calling. He does so much good despite
the fact that his own feelings of inferiority are often against him.
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Did you also, while reading these allegorical summaries, label people you know? If so, did you also, while
assigning these people you know to a fictional race because of their spiritual or personality flaws, also
note the immense good they had to offer? Did you see that often, even those who can be the most
frustrating, also play a critical and important part in our church lives, in our wards, and even, perhaps, in
our families? This is hard to do. Offenses are painful. The peer pressure of cultural expectation is stifling.
But the good in these individuals is also undeniable—even if it is often obscured by their pharisaical
weaknesses. They have graces that have blessed our lives and the lives of many, even if their foibles have
also caused injuries. They are both frustrating and amazing.
When it comes to the dragon of church culture, our very own Smaug, we all have succumbed to the lure
of that gold pile, except perhaps, our dear sweet hobbits. Or, if those hobbits once counted gold—both
of their own and others—they have long since abandoned the worm for the pure gospel of Jesus Christ.
They are perhaps too few in number and yet well-beloved by all who come to know them. They leave
those who come into contact with them better off for the acquaintance. They seem to feel and understand
grace, through the atonement of Jesus Christ, so deeply and are able to apply it and give it in ways the
rest of us struggle to comprehend.
Something that is very important to know is that God works with culture. He works with the cultures of
different nations and races (elves, dwarves, hobbits, and men), religions, and families. He works with
those cultures—and our attachment to them—until He can help us rise up to a Christ-centered celestial
culture—a Zion culture, where despite our differences we are of “one heart and one mind” (Moses 7:18)
and we are all forming a deep, personal relationship with Him that is leading us to become ever more like
Him.
If we are to prepare the earth for His second coming, it is time we came to ourselves inside our mountain
homes, inside our magical forest retreats, inside the finicky “Laketown” or other cities, or our hobbit holes.
It’s time we got up off our backsides, and went and slayed our cultural dragon. We do this to stop the
enemy of our souls, Satan, from using his alliance with the dragon to destroy us and delay our Zion culture.
We do it not for status or personal validation, but because of our deep love of God and ALL of his children.
We need to do this, not only for ourselves and our own personal relationship with the Lord, but for all of
the other beloved races, and our wizards, too. They are His children, as we are. He loves them as much as
he loves us. “Oh dearly, dearly has He loved! And we must love Him too and trust in His redeeming love
and try His works to do” (LDS Hymns, 194, There is a Green Hill Far Away) by loving our fellow saints
(Matthew 25:40).
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Mountain Trolls
In the beginning of Bilbo’s adventure with the dwarves of Erabor, they stop for the night to rest. The head
of the dwarves, our modern pharisee, Thorin Oakenshield, has just caused the wizard, Gandalf, to leave
in a huff. The wizard is frustrated with Thorin’s unwillingness to forgive the sins of past elves even though
the quest is in dire need of the elves’ wisdom and knowledge of magical map reading. Thorin refuses to
go to them for help.
Everyone is eating an evening meal when suddenly, two of the dwarves notice that the ponies have begun
to go missing. It was their job to watch them. Bilbo shows up to bring them food—a very hobbit-thing to
do, of course. The dwarves, who are still a bit skeptical about Bilbo’s value in their company, decide this
is a fun way to test the hobbit’s burglar skills. The two dwarves send him on an errand to save the ponies
without attracting the notice of two mountain trolls. Gandalf said he could be sneaky. Well, they want to
see it. Thus, they send him into peril rather than risking their own dwarvish skins.
The ponies being in danger is a big problem. The mission is on a timeline. Without ponies, which are the
primary transportation, the quest may fail from the very beginning. The trolls, though not counted
particularly smart or cunning, are nonetheless exceedingly dangerous. Bilbo is quiet and sneaky, but he
gets caught trying to free the ponies. The trolls are about to eat him when the characteristic loyalty of the
dwarves is fired up. They come to save him because they promised Gandalf that they would take care of
him. They keep their promises, even if grumbling while doing it. But the trolls best them because the
dwarves are unwilling to sacrifice Bilbo’s life in order to win. While dim in intellect, the trolls are extremely
formidable. Bilbo, being particularly “in tune” and intelligent, realizes from the troll’s conversation that if
he can stall them from eating them all, at least until the sun comes up (when the light shines its morning
rays), the trolls will turn to stone. His plan works, stalling long enough for Gandalf to return. Gandalf, our
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spiritual leader of a wizard, hastens the sunrise by creating a large crack in a large bolder that is blocking
the sunlight (this is what prophets often do). The “light” (or truth) then bursts through and turns the trolls
to stone, saving the party. Thanks to Bilbo’s inspiration to stall and the wizard’s show of power, the light
removes the power and strength the trolls have, and stops them from further endangering the quest.
In the gospel of Jesus Christ, light is synonymous with truth. “The glory of God is intelligence, or in other
words, light and truth. Light and truth forsake that evil one” (Doctrine and Covenants 93:36-37). Often, in
church culture, the “evil one” dulls, or masks, light and truth with troll-ish words. “He cometh and taketh
away light and truth…from the children of men, and because of the tradition of their fathers” (Doctrine
and Covenants 93:39, italics added for emphasis). In this case, we might say, because of the “jargon” of
their fathers.
Church jargon and labels are a development of the dragon of church culture, and of the groups within that
culture, as we talked about in Part II. We develop jargon with good intentions, as a short and quick way
to say something true, especially among others who should understand what we mean without lots of
extra explanation (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jargon). It’s, more or less, verbal shorthand. Yet, for
those outside of the church culture, or those who enter after the jargon is developed, or even those born
into it after it is developed, Well, they are not privy to the full truth, or the full meaning of the jargon.
Thus, the jargon emerges as a terrible hindrance, a mountain troll which bars the path to covenant
progression for all both inside and outside the culture.
Like mountain trolls, jargon words are not intelligent in and of themselves. They are not smart enough to
convey the whole truth of a label by themselves. But these jargon words gain power when used by beings
who do have power. With everyone using the jargon words with a shallow understanding of the original
truths that were being shortened, it is difficult to understand what anyone really means. The jargon words
then become perpetuators of false doctrine. They become troll-ish behemoths that swallow well-meaning
Christians who simply want to follow Jesus Christ.

Troll Jargon I – Active and Inactive
I suspect, once, long ago, the words “active” and “inactive” simply meant: people we see at church all the
time and people we haven’t seen at church in a while, or who are only able to come intermittently because
of their work, and who we might want to check on. It was a quick, easy way of communicating these
initially caring observations. At this high level of meaning, they are fairly accurate. However, showing up
at church to avoid being labeled “inactive” eventually became a golden coin, that we all began feeding to
the expectations of the dragon of church culture. We began coming to church to be labeled “active”, to
show others our devotion, or even to make sure they didn’t worry about us and our children. We likely
felt a bit guilty when they called us the week before and said, “Hey, missed you at church. Everything
okay?” We might have even used this jargon on ourselves to measure our own righteousness, telling
ourselves that if we never miss a day of church, we’re probably spiritually okay. Then, the dragon of church
culture perpetuated this vile troll of a word to mean that anyone who misses church, except for life and
death issues, is in serious sinful peril. It sounds funny when said like that. But when people miss, and they
haven’t notified us of a vacation or shown us a doctor’s receipt, we panic, because we fear for their souls
being lost.
The cultural misconception is that people who are sometimes unable to come to church (for whatever
reason it may be), who are, as we say “inactive”, are in sinful peril. Thus, we often contact them out of
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the fear we have of them committing sin, or falling away, not necessarily out of a true concern for their
actual wellbeing. We say things to them like, “Hey, haven’t seen you at church in a while, everything
okay?” The missing variable here is us! Why have we only seen them at church? Why is it only when
they’re not at church that contact them? Why wasn’t our question, “Hey, haven’t seen you at our normal
lunch date, or at the monthly PTA meeting, everything okay?” Have we not ministered to them recently?
Are we spiritually lazy so that we believe that seeing them at church fulfills our responsibility to care about
them? Have we found ways to interact with them outside of church or what we consider our official
ministering visits? This is something the words “inactive” or “active” don’t remind us to think about—us.
They put the focus on us judging others.
This may never have occurred to you. It certainly didn’t for me, for a very long time. It wasn’t until the
prophet chided us about home and visiting teaching and leveled it up to ministering, that I began to jump
up off my couch, determined to think a bit differently about what God wanted me to do with regard to
my fellow men. This is what the dragon of church culture does to us. We seem to feel that seeing people
at church is how we minister, how we get to know them, and how we attend to their needs. Getting them
to attend church meetings is how the dragon has trained us to minister. We want them to come to us.
Then, we are shocked when the prophet says, “Hey, we’re going to raise the stakes on home and visiting
teachers, because we are not actually ministering.” It’s called ministering now because we need to figure
out that we have to care on other days besides Sunday, the most recent ward activity, and besides on just
one token visit a month, or quarter. We need to actually get to know people and be a part of their lives
outside of Sabbath worship and checklist visits. We need to care about them as a whole person, not just
about what they do on Sundays. This is ministering. It isn’t something we can check off a list. Why?
Because it is a Christlike characteristic we develop, not a golden coin that we can simply add to our sack
and say—look how rich we are, we’re safe. Ministering need not baffle us. It isn’t the same as before
because it’s about really caring and not just going through the golden motions.
In the New Testament, Matthew 5, many were confused and baffled when Christ was preaching to them
about His higher law. He taught them that their thoughts and intent mattered as much as their outward
actions. It wasn’t enough to not lust after a woman in their actions, outwardly. They had to learn not to
lust after a woman in their thoughts. It wasn’t enough just to be nice to their enemies in an outward way.
They were to pray for and learn to love their enemies in their hearts. It wasn’t enough to simply do back
to others what had been done to them. He now expected them to treat others as they themselves wanted
to be treated. This was difficult doctrine then. It is difficult doctrine now. God expects us to reach out to
others because of a genuine concern for them as human beings, a true Christlike love; not just because
He’s commanded us to and we want to toss a golden coin into our sack that we can hold up and say, “Look
God, we did what you asked. See, I have proof.” The proof is in who we are becoming, not only in the
actions performed.
One of the downfalls of the ancient pharisees was that they expected people to come to them in their
holy and clean synagogues. They expected people to rise to their traditionally created standards of
righteousness. They rarely instructed or preached outside the synagogue, or visited people in their homes,
because they didn’t want to sully themselves with other people’s wickedness. They were great at
following rules. But they were terrible at Christlike love and compassion because they were entirely
disconnected, and separate, from their fellow Jews. They didn’t seem to care about their fellow Jews as
people, only in how righteous their fellow Jews appeared to be—in how much like them their fellow Jews
were. No wonder they easily condemned Jesus who spurned the majority of their oral law and ridiculous
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perceptions of righteousness, who supped with sinners in their homes and gathered with them on normal
streets and accepted their humble gifts (Luke 7:36-48). The pharisees couldn’t recognize the Savior
because they weren’t Christlike themselves. In 1 John 3:1-2 we learn: that we are called the people of God
because “…when he shall appear, we shall be like him; for we shall see him as he is”. If we are like Him,
we will be able to recognize Him. Thus, if we imagine Him to look like us—our version of cultural
righteousness, rather than us trying to become like Him—his version of righteousness, we’re going to be
woefully blind, just like the pharisees. That’s a sobering thought.
Is it a command to go to church and worship God on the Sabbath day? Yes. I pointed this out in Part I in
more detail. There is no argument there. Does it mean that we can measure someone else’s relationship
with God solely by this data point? No. First of all, someone else’s relationship with God is between them
and Him. We don’t get to measure, label, or micromanage it. God doesn’t tell us “any story but our own”
(credit to Aslan, the lion, in The Horse and His Boy, C.S. Lewis, Chronicles of Narnia, 1954). But perhaps
most important, is that our relationship with God suffers when we spend time measuring other people’s
righteousness, or comparing it with our own by the outward things we can see. Troll-ish words like “active”
and “inactive” weaken our relationship with God, personally, because we may also begin to measure our
success with Him by counting our actions—and offering those golden coins to the dragon—more than
focusing on our internal intent.
In the scriptures we read: “Not everyone that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter the kingdom of heaven;
but he that doeth the will of my Father who is in heaven. Many will say unto me in that day: Lord, Lord,
have we not prophesied in thy name, and in thy name cast out devils, and in thy name done many
wonderful works? And then will I profess unto them: I never knew you; depart from me, ye that work
iniquity” (3 Nephi 14:21-27). Notice the often-overlooked doctrine here. We keep the commandments to
get to know God, not to rack up good grades or a stack of golden coins (Matthew 25:12). We go to church
to develop our relationship with Him and to keep the commandments to love God and our fellow men.
We don’t do it to count ourselves righteous. We do what is right to develop a deep, personal relationship
with Him so that we can truly become like Him. We don’t keep the commandments just to be obedient,
though arguably, that is not a bad start. But we cannot forever be satisfied to simply be obedient, and to
count our golden coins. This life isn’t a test of how many coins we can accumulate. God’s plan for us is not
about racking up points of outward righteousness, nor is it where we turn in a stack of golden coins as
proof of our godliness. We cannot buy our way into heaven. We can only become heavenly, through the
grace of Jesus Christ, so that we won’t be comfortable anywhere else except in His presence.
We often use the word “test” to describe the purpose of this mortal life. But we carry the school-meaning
of this word too far. We are not being tested for the number of our good works, or even whether we got
an A or a C for effort. We are being proved to see if by doing good works we will actually learn about God
and in the process become godlier. It isn’t what we do that is measured. It is who we become that
matters—our relationship with the Almighty (JST, Matthew 25:12). In John 17:3 we read: “And this is life
eternal that they might know thee the only true God and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent”.
When the five foolish virgins showed up at the Bridegroom’s feast, he didn’t say, “Sorry, you don’t have
enough golden coins”. No, he said, “I know you not”, meaning, “we don’t have a great relationship
because you haven’t gotten to know me very well through all of your outward actions, and thus you
haven’t actually become like me. Sorry, you won’t be comfortable attending this feast. You won’t be
comfortable in my presence” (Ibid). The oil in their lamps was a relationship with God. That is not
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something we can borrow from others. Dale G. Renlund (Choose You This Day, October 2018 General
Conference) has recently taught:
Our Heavenly Father’s goal in parenting is not to have His children do what is right; it is to have
His children choose to do what is right and ultimately become like Him. If He simply wanted us to
be obedient, He would use immediate rewards and punishments to influence our behaviors.
But God is not interested in His children just becoming trained and obedient “pets” who will not
chew on His slippers in the celestial living room. No, God wants His children to grow up spiritually
and join Him in the family business.
It turns out that it is possible to do lots of good works for the sake of counting up our golden coins
(especially in comparison to others) and never get to know God any better, or become more like Him. This
is because we will be sidetracked from our relationship with Him by our focus on others, rather than Him.
This is, of course, what the dragon encourages us to do, so that we may say, as the Zoramites did, “Holy
God, we believe that thou hast separated us from our brethren…we believe that thou hast elected us to
be thy holy children…and thou hast elected us that we shall be saved whilst all around us are elected to
be cast by thy wrath down to hell; for the which holiness, O God, we thank thee…that we may not be led
away after the foolish tradition of our brethren… And again, we thank thee, O God, that we are a chosen
and a holy people. Amen” (Alma 31:16-18). The Zoramites went through “the motions” of religious
observance once a week. The Zoramites who weren’t allowed in the synagogues by the other Zoramites
considered themselves unacceptable, as well, because they couldn’t worship inside the synagogue. The
measuring, as we see, went both ways. It was Alma who said to them, “If ye suppose that ye cannot
worship God [only in your synagogues], ye do greatly err, and ye ought to search the scriptures; if ye
suppose that they have taught you this, ye do not understand them” (Alma 33:2). Alma goes on to teach
them that they can worship God in the wilderness, amidst their enemies, in their fields, in their homes, in
their closets, and also in the midst of their congregations (Alma 33:10). We can be active in the gospel in
all of our lives, not only, or solely, on the Sabbath.
Doctrine and Covenants 137:10 we tend to hear incorrectly when it is read. We tend to hear, or read: “For
I, the Lord, will judge all men according to their works and the desires of their hearts”. But that is not what
it says. What it actually says is: “For I, the Lord, will judge all men according to their works, according to
the desires of their hearts”. In other words, the works are judged by the desires that motivated them.
Think of the security features of your paycheck or paper money. They have features built in to them so
that they can be validated as worth something. Otherwise, we could all just take monopoly money into
the bank and spend it at stores. But we can’t, because real money, real checks have characteristics that
prove their validity. Our internal intent is a lot like these validating security features on money. We can
do works, but if the desires of our hearts and the intent of our heart isn’t good, those works don’t have
the same value, or worth, to God as we might think they do. On the positive side, if our works aren’t so
great, but we do them with sincerely good desires and intent, those works have increased value, or worth,
in our judgment. What is in our heart matters, and if what is in our heart is true, it powers genuinely the
actions we do take. The same goes for others. Remember our allegorical hobbits from Part II? Hobbits
help us see that all motions, done with the right intent, help us become godly, not just to look godly. Thus,
the jargon the culture espouses doesn’t serve those who wish to follow the Savior at all. It is only a trollish hindrance.
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Should we be concerned if people haven’t shown up to church in a while, or if they ask to be released
from their calling? Absolutely! But what we are concerned about, in regard to them, really matters. Our
motivation and intent matters. By calling someone “inactive” we are saying, culturally, that we have fear,
and are worried about their righteousness and relationship with God—which is, as the fictional Aslan
taught, not our business. Do we know what is happening in the rest of their lives? Are they inactive in
everything? No. thus, what we should be worried about are their emotional feelings, their health, their
financial burdens, and their mental state. We shouldn’t be overly concerned with the fact that they missed
church. That’s between them and God and He gets to work that out with them. That’s only one aspect of
their testimony. We should be ministering angels who are deeply concerned about how someone who we
know is so good, and who clearly loves God so much, is in need of a break from what we know they
normally embrace. What life struggle could possibly have the strength to keep them away? That’s how
good they are! That’s how active they are in the gospel of Jesus Christ. Thus, we should feel deep love and
concern, not deep fear and judgment. True, caring, heartfelt, spirit-led ministering is the solution to
slaying this draconic jargon.

Troll Jargon II – Convert
The word “convert” actually means to cause change in form, character, or function. It is not altogether an
incorrect term when speaking of someone who has chosen to begin the conversion process toward
godliness within the restored gospel of Jesus Christ. Yet, it is not an altogether correct term either. Therein
lies the tiny little troll-ish problem that has grown into an unfriendly, dim-witted monster. None of us are
ever completely “converted” in this life to total godliness, whether born into a family who are members
or not. We are all converts all of the time. We are all in the process of conversion. Whether we are baptized
at 8 or 82, we are all still being converted to different aspects of the gospel of Jesus Christ, Christlike
characteristics, and so forth.
The troll-ish problem of the jargon-word “convert” blocks ours and other’s progression, when we refer to
only those baptized after the age of 8 as converts. We are not, in fact, using it as a statement of what is
happening in them, or in us, but as a label of “they joined after the age of 8”. Whether we mean it or not,
we are using the word “convert” as a qualifier to distinguish between members, separating people into
groups. We are implying by the use of this troll-ish label that, “If you were not born into the church, you
can’t be grouped with those who were”. We often imply by the use of this term that, “You’re not as good,
or you can’t ever know as much as we know, who were born into the church”. Or, we imply, “Because you
weren’t born into the church, and got baptized older, that’s why you struggle with some of this stuff that
the rest of us don’t struggle with. That’s why you struggle keeping up with the culture”. It’s sounds a little
funny when we bring it out like that, but despite our good intentions of summarizing who these people
are, it teaches a little, tiny false doctrine encouraging unChristlike, prideful behavior.
The truth is that no matter when you join the restored gospel of Jesus Christ and begin the journey on the
covenant path you can become as good as you want and can know as much as you want to know. As
mentioned in Part II of this blog series, men often think that they can’t become as great as elves or dwarves
because of their short lifespan, and non-magical ancestry. But this is a false doctrine. God has said, “That
which is of God is light; and he that receiveth light, and continueth in god, receiveth more light; and that
light groweth brighter and brighter until the perfect day” (Doctrine and Covenants 50:24). He also has
said, “It is given to many to know the mysteries of God; nevertheless, they are laid under a strict command
that they shall not impart only according to the portion of his word which he doth grant until the children
of men, according to the heed and diligence which they give unto him… And he that will harden his heart,
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the same receiveth the lesser portion of the word; and he that will not harden his heart, to him is given
the greater portion of the word, until it is given unto him to know the mysteries of God until he know
them in full” (Alma 12:9-11, italics added). Nothing in these verses says, “Only if you were baptized at the
age of 8”. Or, only if you are an elf, dwarf, or wizard. Thus, the influx of godliness and light and truth in
our lives is between us and God, not us and our baptism date. We can no more blame our baptism date
for a lack of spiritual knowledge than we can believe that we are safe from spiritual harm because of our
baptism date. The baptism date matters not at all. The desire, heed, and diligence we give to the light and
knowledge we have, that is what matters. It is that to which all of us—be it elf, dwarf, hobbit, man, or
wizard—should give our cares to.
Elves would sometimes like us to believe that unless we are an elf, and descended from the high elves of
Gondolin (or a long lineage of Latter-day Saint pioneers), we cannot know what they know nor do what
they do. And yet, Bilbo Baggins becomes extremely learned in the history of Middle Earth, magical lore,
and is able to dwell among the elves quite happily. The elves also came to love him dearly not only because
he learned some elvish ways, but because he did so without losing his meek “hobbit-ness”. He took in that
which makes him spiritually stronger (like the sword of Gryffindor) without adopting the pride of the elves.
[Sorry, couldn’t help stepping outside into the realm of Harry Potter for just a moment. Now, back to
Middle Earth.]
Many a person who gets baptized after the age of 8 pays no heed to the troll-word “convert”. Yet, often
others are often made to feel forever inferior for being “late” to the process of conversion—for
allegorically having a shorter lifespan. I’ve even heard people say in their talks, “I was late in receiving the
gospel…” or “I was late to the gospel”. The trollish term convert implies that there is an early and a late.
But this is not the gospel, or the doctrine of Christ. We are all the same in that the gospel is offered to us
and we either choose to accept it or reject it, and then to keep submitting to the enticings of the Holy
Spirit for the rest of our lives (Mosiah 3:19; 2 Nephi 32:3-9) in the pursuit of eternal life. We are the same,
not separate, not different. We are not in different groups. Amulek said of himself, “I was called many
times and I would not hear; therefore, I knew concerning these things, yet I would not know…” (Alma
10:6). Yet, when the angel appeared to him and asked him to shelter and listen to Alma, the prophet,
Amulek “obeyed the voice of the angel” (Alma 10:8) and then eventually became Alma’s missionary
companion. Amulek was not late. He simply made the choice to stop rejecting the path to godly
conversion. After accepting the gospel, he was not lesser or late. He simply joined the ranks.
Interestingly, the genuine conversion process toward godliness, sometimes, begins much later for those
born into families who are members, and who are baptized at the age of 8. Because the culture is their
way of life, it isn’t until years after their actual baptism that they begin to come to themselves and actually
truly dive into the conversion process. Some have crises of faith years down the road, and must truly selfevaluate and through study and faith at last begin. There is no group of people given precedence in the
gospel of Jesus Christ. Any thought of that comes from the cultural dragon, not Jesus Christ. The important
thing to remember is that conversion starts at different ages and on different gospel principles and
doctrines with every person who comes into the fold of Christ’s church. When we are baptized should not
lead us to believe that we are lesser, or impeded, in our covenant progression. Men, in Tolkien’s Hobbit
story—and later in The Lord of the Rings—achieved great renown, when they stopped worrying about
what they were and simply became who they were born to be.
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Wait, a few elves are whispering some of their spiritual knowledge. Oh, yes. I was just getting to that.
What did they say? They asked, “Doesn’t God command parents to teach their children the gospel and
have them baptized at the age of 8? So, being baptized at 8 really matters. Right?” Why, yes. He does say
that. However, that commandment is given to parents who are already members of the church who are
already on the covenant path themselves. Because they have the gospel in their lives, their accountability
for teaching their children that gospel is greater (Doctrine and Covenants 68:25). In Doctrine and
Covenants 82:3 we learn: “For of whom much is given, much is required, and he who sins against the
greater light receives the greater condemnation”. But baptism at age 8 doesn’t make them more
converted, or better, than those who are baptized later.
The enemy of our souls wants us to categorize and group ourselves in ways which will de-unify us. He
wants us to feel superior or inferior. He wants us to take pride in long, pioneer lineages, or lineages we
can trace back even further, because of who it means we must be in comparison to others. He wants us
to exhibit elvish pride. He wants us to have human inferiority complexes because we don’t have pioneer
ancestors or years of time in the gospel. He doesn’t want us to notice that we are pioneers ourselves. He
doesn’t want it to occur to us that the same spiritual strength some credit to their ancestors is the same
strength each of us exhibits when we accept the gospel and courageously step on the covenant path. He
doesn’t want us to acknowledge the strength we have to stay on the covenant path. The enemy, and his
ally the dragon of church culture, don’t want us to unify and to become of “one heart and one mind”
(Moses 7:19). A Zion culture is a celestial culture that can destroy not only the dragon, but the enemy
himself, binding him and preventing him from having any power. Unity in Christ banishes Satan. Thus, he
doesn’t want us to hasten his defeat. He wants more time to make as many people as miserable as he is.
He knows he’s going to lose and he wants to take as many of us down with him as he can (2 Nephi 2:27).
I should like to hope that we could simply call each other Christians, or fellow Latter-day Saints, no matter
if we are new or if we have a few more months or years under our belt. We are the same. Those new to
the covenant path know what we know! They have the same heart! A heart that loves God and His plan
of salvation. God has spoken to them as He has spoken to us. We are unified by that powerful
commonality. We are unified in our devotion to Christ.
If we give a talk or a lesson, we should avoid qualifying our testimony based upon when we accepted the
gospel; and even then, it should only be shared if it is relevant to our testimony. If it is relevant, rather
than saying, “I’m a convert,” we can say, “I joined the church when…” or “I joined the church because…”
and then explain why that is relevant to the doctrine or principle of the gospel of which we are testifying.
As well, we should avoid touting that we were born in the gospel covenant or that we’re lifetime members,
unless it is relevant to our testimony. For example, I was raised in the gospel, but as you can see, even
though I was baptized at the age of 8, I’m still in the process of godly conversion. I have so much to learn
and a whole lot more to become. Every day, the Lord teaches me new ways to humble myself and to
submit to the Holy Spirit and to adjust my desires so that I can become more like Him. I’m still being
converted.
Rather than using the troll-ish word covert, it would be better for us to talk in longer truths and relevant
testimonies rather than trying to sum up people, or their spiritual journeys, with one word in a way that
labels, de-unifies, encourages pride and enmity, and separates us into groups.
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Troll Jargon III – Mission Field
In the Book of Mormon, it was often the largest city where the center of the gospel was preached and
organized, where the High Priest of the church dwelled along with the King, or Chief Judge, and other
perceived political notables. It seems that it was usually a city called Zarahemla. It is likely that the highest
number of Christians lived in Zarahemla, though many were scattered throughout the land of Nephi and
its environs. Zarahemla, however, because of its density of church members, affluency, and power was
often the biggest missionary problem. It was hard, really hard to share the gospel there. People were
proud and used to having abundance. People there had been exposed to the gospel and its members for
a long time—for better or worse. The Church of Christ was not a novelty in Zarahemla. That the church
was centered there was a source of pride for some. Many who lived there, because of their close
encounters with some elves and dwarves, and perhaps even a few struggling men, had also gotten
offended. So, there was persecution of the church and its members by outsiders. However, there was also
persecution of outsiders by church members—or those that professed to be members (Helaman 4:11).
According to Alma, he suffered a lot of tribulation in bringing the saints in Zarahemla back to a state of
righteousness. He said to the members in a city called Gideon, “And I trust, that I shall also have joy over
you; nevertheless, I do not desire that my joy over you should come by the cause of so much afflictions
and sorrow which I have had for the brethren at Zarahemla, for behold, my joy cometh over them after
wading through much affliction and sorrow. But behold, I trust that ye are not in a state of so much
unbelief as were your brethren; I trust that ye are not lifted up in the pride of your hearts; yea, I trust that
ye have not set your hearts upon riches [or golden coins] and the vain things of the world; yea, I trust that
you do not worship idols [or dragons], but that ye do worship the true and living God, and that ye look
forward for the remission of your sins, with an everlasting faith, which is to come” (Alma 7:5-6, brackets
added).
Sadly, Zarahemla’s “getting back down to the gospel,” often, didn’t last long. They struggled with tradition
and wealth, status, and the like. They thought that since they lived “in Zarahemla” they were more
enlightened than other smaller cities and churches. They were shocked when Alma called them wicked
and said their city would be destroyed if they didn’t repent. “We are good and our cities great!” they
exclaimed (Helaman 8:6). Might they have also said (and I speculate here for the purpose of this blog),
“Why don’t you go out into the ‘mission field’ and help the people who really need it?”.
Though I was born into a place that has a high concentration of members of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, I was raised, for the majority of my life outside that place. I grew up going to school in
places where Latter-day Saints were extremely few in number, a novelty, and often teased or persecuted
for our peculiar beliefs. Yet, the church ran beautifully in our “salt of the earth” ward. In many ways, we
were all a mess. We were a smattering of elves, dwarves, men, hobbits, and wizards. Yet, we functioned
as well as any ward in a place with a high density of Latter-day Saints.
I still remember, a new set of missionaries was put into our ward. One in particular, who hailed from a
place that had a dense population of Latter-day Saints, said to my mother, “I’m just so surprised that the
gospel actually works out here [in Missouri].” He seemed to have been raised with the impression that if
you lived in the “mission field”, our outside member-dense locations, that you didn’t understand how the
organization of the church should function. He was used to culture and traditions. Thus, when he saw it
working just fine, he was surprised. I don’t know what else he might have felt. I was very young. But
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through other experiences I have had, personally, it is clear that the dragon of church culture encourages
the “mission field” jargon to subtly reinforce culture and to introduce pride into our hearts.
Well, I remember the look on my mom’s face. Then, she set him straight. I don’t remember much of what
she said, but I remember the look on his face and how it changed as she gave him a good dose of doctrine.
And, I suspect he went home with his tail between his legs—metaphorically of course. What did she teach
him? That everywhere is the “mission field”. Places with a high density of members—like Zarahemla—are
as much the “mission field” as all other places in the world.
Using the phrase “mission field” to describe places that aren’t densely populated with members of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is a divisive strategy of the dragon, that can teach a very false
doctrine. It can communicate the idea that there is gospel superiority in member-dense locations, states,
regions, even nations. My personal experience has been (since I now live in a member-dense area) that
hobbits and valorous men are everywhere. Humble elves and forgiving dwarves are everywhere. I have
found true Christians in member-sparse areas, member-dense areas, non-member areas, and everywhere
in between. Their location has mattered not at all. The only difference is that these individuals have
chosen to be “of the gospel” and not “of the culture”.

Summary
Have you noticed that all of these troll-ish jargon words have a similar flaw? They communicate spiritual
superiority and encourage spiritual pride in outward actions. They diminish others, imply inferiority, and
judge others, rejecting grace, through the atonement of Jesus Christ. In fact, we cannot believe in or
encourage the precepts these troll words put upon us while also trying to build a Zion culture.
Christ has taught, “Not that which goeth into the mouth defileth a man; but that which cometh out of the
mouth, this defileth a man” (Matthew 15:11). Gratefully, God has grace for all of us. We are all going to
accidentally use these trollish terms accidentally, hopefully for only a little bit longer now that we are
aware of their troll-ish nature. However, as we let the light of truth shine upon them, we can turn them
to stone and leave them behind, for good. But we must begin to try and stop using words that hinder us
and discourage others away from the pure gospel of Jesus Christ. We must also stop using them for our
own sake. For we defile our relationship with the Lord anytime we, in any small way, diminish our fellow
men because their path to Christ looks a little different than ours.
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The Councils of Celebrities
I was the youngest of four girls born to my parents. Thus, I was the last to get baptized into the church. I
still remember thinking, after my dad got called to be the bishop of our little ward that “I’m the only one
who will have been baptized by a bishop!” It’s strange to me now that I thought that my dad being a
bishop made my baptism more special than that of my sisters. But I thought it for a long time. Part of it
was a need inside me to compete with my sisters, to win, somehow. To have something they didn’t. To
be better.
But the primary problem with my 8-year-old reasoning was that my dad being called to be a bishop did
not make him more special than he was before, nor did it make my baptism more effective, or valid, than
my sisters’ baptisms. The calling didn’t make him better. He was already wonderful. Yet, I saw his calling
as bishop as a sign that God approved of him, a validation of sorts that he was a cool as I thought he was.
I figured it was the same with stake presidents, mission presidents, apostles, and the prophet. For many
years, I felt that these people must be extra special, more approved of, even, if the Lord had called them
to these important, visible callings.
Now, it isn’t that there isn’t some basis for this cultural construct and belief. The idea of God having a
“chosen” or “peculiar” person, or people, or even of people being “favored” (1 Nephi 17:35) and
“foreordained” to certain missions is scriptural, even doctrinal. In Jeremiah 1:4 we read: “Before I formed
thee in the belly, I knew thee; and before thou camest out of the womb I sanctified thee, and I ordained
thee a prophet unto the nations”. However, interestingly Jeremiah’s response to this foreordination
account was this: “Ah, Lord God! Behold, I cannot speak: for I am a child” (Jeremiah 1:5). Jeremiah felt
normal and he also felt insufficiently talented and inexperienced. He did not feel extra special. He too
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believed that to be a prophet for the Lord he needed to be “more special” than he was, to have more skills
and power. But God replied: “Say not, I am a child: for thou shalt go to all that I shall send thee, and
whatsoever I command thee thou shalt speak. Be not afraid of their faces: for I am with thee to deliver
thee, saith the Lord” (Jeremiah 1:6-7). God’s response was a denunciation of the idea that Jeremiah had
to be something other than he was. It was God’s own power that He said would give Jeremiah help: “for
I am with thee to deliver thee, saith the Lord” (Ibid.).
Isaiah, another Old Testament prophet, said: “Also I heard the voice of the Lord, saying, Whom shall I
send, and who will go for us? Then said I, Here am I; send me” (Isaiah 6:8). This is an interesting
interchange that teaches us a lot about what “favored”, “chosen”, and “called” means to God. It does not
mean extra special, extra talented, extra charismatic, and it certainly doesn’t mean flawless. It doesn’t
mean preferred. It means humble, willing to submit to the Lord, willing to do the Lord’s will. Another
prophet, Joseph Smith, simply wanted to know what church to join. Importantly, he was willing to obey
God’s answer and join whichever church God told him to join. That willingness led God to restore his
church through Joseph because of his willingness to obey. Joseph didn’t seek to become a prophet. It was
a consequence of his humility and childlike submission to God, His willingness to obey, not his affluence,
education, or preferred status. Repeatedly in scripture, God chooses the “weak things of the earth” to
show forth His wisdom (Doctrine and Covenants 124:1). That means that being called to a calling, whether
as a wizard or as a meek hobbit, requires humility because whether a wizard or a hobbit, or a man, elf or
dwarf, we are all weak. We are all children, like Jeremiah. We all need God’s aid, guidance, and support.
That is what it means to be chosen, and favored: to be willing to submit to the Lord and to volunteer for
the helpful assignments that He needs filled. It means to be servants. It seems then that Jeremiah was
willing and volunteered to serve as a prophet in the premortal life. Perhaps, as God’s chosen people, we
might see the true meaning of “chosen”, or of the title of “House of Israel” as evidence of us volunteering,
in the premortal world, to serve God and take the gospel of Jesus Christ to the rest of the world. Thus, we
are not preferred over others, we are simply willing servants.
Let’s look at a couple other words from the scriptures, from Abraham 3:23, that we often misinterpret.
They are the words, “rulers” and “noble and great ones”. Some, because of their righteousness in their
first estate (the premortal world or scripturally called, the “foundations of the earth”), most certainly did
become “rulers” here on earth because of their diligence and obedience in comparison to others
(Abraham 3:22-23; Alma 13:1-12). But what does the word “ruler” mean. Well, in Doctrine and Covenants
130:19 we read: “And if a person gains more knowledge and intelligence in this life through his diligence
and obedience than another, he will have so much the advantage in the world to come”. This is a doctrine.
That means that it is a truth that is fundamental and unchanging; that it applied before we were born just
as it applies now. In Alma 13:3-6 we learn: “And this is the manner after which they were ordained—being
called and prepared from the foundation of the world according to the foreknowledge of God, on account
of their exceeding faith and good works… And thus, they have been called to this holy calling on account
of their faith, while others would reject the Spirit of God on account of the hardness of their hearts and
blindness of their minds, while, if it had not been for this they might have had as great privilege as their
brethren. Or, in fine, in the first place they were on the same standing…thus this holy calling [was]
prepared from the foundation of the world for as such as would not harden their hearts”; for those who
were more diligent and obedient. Then, here is the advantage these noble and great ones have in this
world, the ruling advantage: they were called to “this holy calling…to teach his commandments unto the
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children of men, that [these others] might also enter into [God’s] rest” (Ibid.). Thus, to be a ruler, means
to be a servant and a teacher, not a rich monarch.
It is important to understand that this doesn’t mean these individuals are perfect, nor that they won’t
have human personality struggles, psychological weaknesses, or other mortal issues and opposition. Part
of coming to this earth, for all of us, is weakness. Being mortal, God allows us to be weak, in many ways,
and subject to mortal struggles so that we might be humble and find our strength in Him, not in ourselves,
as we learn in Ether 12:27. The advantage given for being favored is never perfection. These noble and
great ones must still work out their salvation like everyone else. Except, unlike us, they often have to work
out their salvation while also serving us in visible callings, which makes their strengths and their
weaknesses more visible to the rest of us.
In the Doctrine and Covenants 1:24-28 we read: “Behold, I am God and have spoken it; these
commandments are of me, and were given unto my servants in their weakness, after the manner of their
language, that they might come to understanding. And inasmuch as they erred it might be made known:
and inasmuch as they sought wisdom they might be instructed; and inasmuch as they were humble, they
might be made strong, and blessed from on high, and receive knowledge…”. Wizards are meant to be
flawed so that we can see what a relationship with God can do with them, so that we can know that He
can also do it with us.
In the tale of The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings, by J.R.R. Tolkien, we find that there are ruling councils.
Those that sit on those councils are considered the “caretakers”, or servants, of Middle Earth. On one
council sits two considerably powerful elves, Galadriel and Elrond, and two powerful wizards, Gandalf and
Saruman. This council was concerned with keeping an eye out for “the enemy” (Sauron, our type of Satan),
and anticipating and squelching evil. The council was also concerned with giving warnings, advice, and
counsel to the other races and peoples in Middle Earth.
The other council we see is the council of Elrond. In this council, the ruling elf of Rivendell, Elrond, calls a
council of the leaders of all the races (elves, dwarves, men, and a few hobbits). The purpose of the council
of Elrond is to determine what must be done with the evil “one ring” of Sauron, because whatever
happens with it will affect them all. The ring is, like our cultural dragon, a tool the enemy wishes to use in
order to crush the agency and power of the other ringbearers: many of which sit on the councils that
watch over Middle Earth. He wants to control them through the ring and by so doing conquer and control
Middle Earth. He wants these rulers to seek to have the ring, the precious, “for their own", with good
intent of course. But he knows that should any of them try to use it he will be able to control them through
it. He wants them to fight over possessing it and having the honor of carrying it. These characters on the
council are asked to represent their races, to offer opinions and make decisions on their race’s behalf
regarding the ring. Upon them is being laid the burden of deciding the fate of Middle Earth. That’s a heavy
burden of service and accountability.
Here's the subtle bit. Sauron places more weight on the heads of races, elvish ringbearers, and wizards
than he does on the average man, elf, dwarf, or the humble hobbit. He “celebrates” these more visible
characters and it never occurs to him to worry about what the loyalty and will of a few tiny hobbits means.
Deviating in the allegory for a moment, we see the same flaw in Voldemort, in the Harry Potter book
series. Voldemort values celebrity and wizard blood, and his own superiority, above all else. He fears
another wizard-type, Dumbledore, because his magical talent and skills are so formidable that they can’t
be denied. But this villain discounts the normal every-day muggle and even the half-blood wizards. They
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aren’t “full-blood” and so they can’t be important, or special. They can’t possibly have the power to defeat
him.
Do you notice the prideful flaw of both Sauron and Voldemort? It is the same prideful flaw I had as a kid,
and which many still have today. It is giving certain “callings” and “titles” and ancient “heritages” too
much credit. It is thinking that if someone holds a certain position or acclaimed role, or if they descended
from a certain person, that they must actually be more special, more powerful, or more important (or in
the case of church culture, even more righteous and more blessed). Voldemort sought only such people
for his followers and he discounted all others. Sauron sought only to watch and destroy, or control and
conquer, such celebrated individuals and ignored “all else that moved” within his sight. This prideful belief
that some were more important, preferred, or special was his downfall, which Gandalf predicted. For it
was not a wizard or council member that destroyed Sauron’s power. It was two meek, humble, homeloving hobbits whose willingness to take the ring to Mordor, and whose loyalty and diligence were the
only things to recommend them.
Villains often give too much credence to celebrity, and sadly, so do we. The word “celebrity”—its
dictionary definition, or denotation—actually means someone that is “well-known” and in consequence
of being well-known, they are “celebrated”. People often become well-known because of certain
accomplishments. We tend to celebrate popular actors, and in the case of books, popular characters. In
the case of the scriptures, we tend to celebrate righteous and prophetic characters, and sometimes even
infamous ones. We also, today, tend to celebrate certain callings within the church; and we do so because
those positions are “well-known” and because they are more visible. Let’s face it, the bishop interacts
with all ward members, whereas those in other callings only interact on a regular basis with small groups
within the ward. Those who are less visible and less “well-known” are therefore less “celebrated”.
So, here it is. Because certain callings are more visible, we fall for the dragon roar that they are more
golden, more important, and that God loves us more or approves of us or others more if He calls us to
those callings. Or, Satan may even try to tell us that God loves us less and approves of us less if we aren’t
ever called to one of those callings; that He doesn’t think we can handle it because there is something
wrong with us. Then, there is the other side, where we count our golden capabilities and can’t believe
God hasn’t called us to one of these callings. This might be an especially sore topic if we feel more talented
and more capable—like we would do a better job than whoever is presently in that calling. I am personally
guilty of this myself and I fight it, with God’s help, on a consistent basis. Satan may try to tempt you with
the thought that God can’t be in control of the church if He lets such flawed people serve in these
important callings, especially if offenses are being given. Ignore the roar of the cultural dragon who pads
your golden ego along with his own and encourages uncharitable and unmerciful thoughts so that you’ll
offer him more gold. Do not fall for Satan’s ego-padding lies which encourage us to undermine and destroy
our fellow men.
But this is not the end of the cultural misjudgments regarding certain callings. I still remember how
frightened Frodo looked when Gandalf pulls him aside, right before they go into the ancient dwarven
kingdom of the Mines of Moria. Gandalf—the celebrated wizard, whom we expect more of—asks Frodo
how he’s doing. “You feel [the ring’s] power growing, don’t you? I’ve felt it too. You must be careful now.
Evil will be drawn to you from outside the Fellowship…and I fear, from within” (link to reference). Frodo
then asks Gandalf who he can trust? “You must trust yourself. Trust your own strengths.” Gandalf says to
Frodo. “What do you mean?” Frodo asks. Then, Gandalf, our celebrity wizard, reminds Frodo of something
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he should already know about Gandalf—his weakness, even though he’s a wizard. “There are many
powers in this world, for good or for evil. Some are greater than I am. And against some, I have not yet
been tested.”
Imagine Frodo’s shock. Gandalf, who thus far on the journey had seemed to always show up to save the
day, admitting that he’s weak and may not even be able to be trusted against the evil pull of Sauron’s ring.
I think it seriously undermined Frodo’s confidence in the success of the quest. If he couldn’t fall back on
Gandalf, if Gandalf wasn’t perfect and invincible, he would be left only to himself and his own strength—
and he was just a hobbit. That must have been frightening. Yet, it was Frodo’s personal strength that made
him capable of carrying the ring to Mordor. And it was the personal strength of his dear friend Sam that
enabled them to fulfill the mission to destroy the ring. It wasn’t Gandalf’s powers that saved Middle Earth,
it was the humility, diligence, and obedience of a hobbit. And that is exactly what the gospel of Jesus Christ
is—it’s a relationship between us and God. It is not a relationship between our leaders and God, and then
we just maintain a relationship with the leader. God wants a direct relationship with each of us so that we
can get to know Him so we can become like Him. We can’t fall back on anyone else, not even our wizards,
for that relationship. Their role of ruling and service is to supply the instruction and the ordinances and
covenants. All of the rest is up to us in developing a saving relationship with the Almighty.
The Israelites tried this pattern and it consistently led to their captivity and downfall. First, they rejected
a direction relationship with God and asked Moses to do that for them. Then, as their second prophet
Joshua aged, they rejected prophetic leadership and went to serve other gods. Then, when in the
consequences of their sins they would get conquered and put in captivity. Then, they would call to God
for help. He sent them judges to save them. They depended on the judges again, for their relationship
with God. So, they couldn’t hang on. They returned to idol worship. Then, Samuel the prophet was raised
up and they did okay for a while, but again turned to other gods, got beat in battle again, and then begged
for a king. They wanted a mortal king to manage their lives and their relationship with God. They wanted
a celebrity figurehead to fight for them, and to tell them what to do. Their continual rejection of a direct
relationship with God was the fundamental gospel struggle they had.
Culturally, our dragon, would like us to seek to become “extra special” or to base our testimonies and
strength on those whom we believe God has labeled “extra special” because of the callings they hold. He
wants us to become defeated when we get released from being the bishop, gospel doctrine teacher, or
Relief Society President. He wants us to think we’ve been released because we are no longer special, or
because God is disappointed in us in some way, or because someone else can do it better. He wants us to
think that this calling was the height of our glory, and that we will never rise so high again in other people’s
eyes, or even in God’s eyes. Even more so, the cultural dragon wants us to get angry when people at these
heights of perceived glory disappoint us and admit, that “some [temptations] are greater than [they] are.
And against some, [they] have not yet been tested”.
Whether a person sits on a council or bears the calling of wizard, or head of the race, does not make them
more loved, more righteous, preferred, or more important. It simply makes them more well-known. What
it does make their lives more visible to all of us, and it makes them more accountable. They have been
called and been willing not to be “greatest among us” but to be our servants” (Matthew 23:11-12).
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Communicating with Our Wizards
In The Fellowship of the Ring, when Frodo woke in Elrond’s house having nearly become a creature of the
shadow because of his dangerous journey to Rivendell, he first sees Gandalf, the wizard, sitting in front of
him. One of the first questions he asks the wizard is, “Why didn’t you meet us?” You see, Gandalf was
supposed to meet Frodo and Sam originally at the Inn of the Prancing Pony, several weeks before. But he
didn’t show up because he was having problems fighting a minion of the enemy himself—another wizard.
Gandalf’s good wizard friend and fellow council member, Saruman, had gone rogue and betrayed the
council. He tried to turn Gandalf to follow the enemy, and they fought and Gandalf was imprisoned and
injured for a bit. That was why he couldn’t meet Frodo. He had his own problems and was fighting his own
battles.
Frodo had felt let down and had, in his humble hobbit way, been frustrated. He asked Gandalf why he had
failed to meet them. He sought to find out why Gandalf had failed him. Turns out, Gandalf had a good
excuse. He had his own issues, even though he was a wizard.
God has taught us: “Moreover, if thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault between
thee and him alone: if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother. But if he will not hear thee, then
take with thee one or two more, that in the mouth of two or three witnesses every word may be
established…” Matthew 18:16-17.
God calls wizards because they are willing to serve. That is often their only recommendation for the calling.
That means that we can communicate with them if they do things that bother us, offend us, or leave us
feeling abandoned by them. We don’t simply have to accept everything they do and say without comment
or complaint simply because they are a wizard. Some of us get offended and instead of speaking up and
seeking reconciliation directly with our wizard, we simply complain and gossip about our wizard behind
his/her back and let our frustrations grow into enmity and offense. Sometimes we use our grievances with
the wizard to avoid coming to church, or serving in callings. We let our issues with them get in the way of
our relationship with God.
What if communicating with your wizard doesn’t go well? Well, in Matthew we learn that we can get some
help. In the case of bishops; if you can’t seem to reconcile with them, go to your stake president. The
stake president loves the bishop and he loves you. It is his responsibility to help teach the bishop, if
teaching needs to get done. Then, you can “gain thy brother”, through grace, and also help your brotherbishop learn and become better. That is a role that we as ward members can play. We don’t have to, and
shouldn’t, sit back and simply do nothing, gossip and complain, or wait for God to magically fix the bishop.
It may be that He would like to help the bishop get better, but it takes us speaking up to help the poor
man along. He’s supposed to learn from his calling, just like the rest of us. The same can be said of other
leaders in the ward, male or female. It is as much our responsibility to resolve our grievances with them
as it is their responsibility to own and repent of their mistakes.
There are times when the Lord qualifies his servants and upholds their acts despite their weaknesses and
issues. While we truly do need to communicate with our wizards, we should still be respectful and
charitable. I’m encouraging making appointments and privately resolving issues with your bishop, or other
visible leader. If that doesn’t work, then I’m encouraging making appointments with your stake president
and privately seeking his guidance, help, and council on the matter. If it’s your Relief Society President or
Elder’s Quorum President that offends you. Talk to him or her. If that doesn’t work, talk to your bishop. If
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that doesn’t work, talk to your Stake President. Use the tools God has provided to help your leaders learn
and grow, not fight against them. Treat your wizard with the same charity you would want to be given to
you if you were in his/her place and your own mistakes were under scrutiny (Matthew 25:40).
I sat in a ward conference once, where one of the members of the stake presidency spoke. Normally, this
counselor in the stake presidency was one of my favorite speakers. But he had a rough day. His talk
focused on some things that I knew that he didn’t intend to be the message of his talk, but which totally
overwhelmed his doctrinally correct message. I struggled, miserably, through listening to the talk. Parts
of it made me angry and annoyed. How had my favorite stake presidency member let me down? He did.
Did he really believe the things he had taught? If he did, they were not within his stewardship or right to
preach. But as I pondered on it later that day, I knew, having had several talk and lesson debacles of my
own over the years, that the Holy Spirit was already working with this man, and likely he already felt that
despite his best intentions, he’d gotten off track and caused problems rather than bring people to Christ.
Instead of just complaining, because I’ll be honest, I did complain a lot to my spouse, I also prayed for this
wizard that same night. I knew what it felt like to feel like I had let the Lord down. I don’t wish that feeling
on anyone. It’s terrible. I forgave this faithful man and prayed that God would comfort him. I knew that
he would learn from the talk and go on to still be my favorite speaker.
Finally, I had a bishop once who, from the moment he met me, I felt that he simply misunderstood
everything I said. I felt initially annoyed, and yet I could clearly see that he was a good man and wasn’t
trying to misunderstand me. Many people in the ward loved him. So, I didn’t let it worry me and I did my
best to serve wherever he called me. In time, I got to know the bishop better and he got to know me
better. Suddenly, it seemed like we were on the same page. It just happened! It was such a joyful thing!
How tragic it would have been if I had let my feelings lead to a rift between us (mostly on my part, of
course). How tragic it would have been if I had gossiped and complained about him to other ward
members, increasing the contention in our ward. I would have never known the joy of seeing how patience
and faith can make it possible for the Spirit to translate and bring unity between people.
If we are having struggles with our wizards, like Frodo, we need to ask questions. We need to
communicate. We need to get the whole story. We need to pray for and sustain our wizards. It does us
no good to complain and grumble and take offense if we aren’t willing to do our part to get to know our
wizards and try to help them get to know us so we can learn from each other. Sometimes, wizards need
to be ministered to by us and by those to whom they report. We can help them so that they can better
help us.

The Point of Wizardry
Back in 2010, I was called to teach early morning Seminary in my home ward, in Missouri. I really love to
teach. It is not a burden or a stressor in any way. It’s invigorating and energizing! So, initially, I figured God
called me to teach seminary because of my love of teaching and because I do a pretty good job—through
His grace, of course. However, not long after I began teaching, I came to see that God had many things He
wanted to teach me through the avenue of this calling. The most important thing He taught me while I
served as a Seminary teacher was about motherhood.
Yes, motherhood! You see, at the time I was recently divorced, had no kids, had no plans to get remarried,
and there was a deep pain inside of me that I would never be “a mother”. As I faithfully served in my
calling, God taught me what motherhood really is, and it was far less about being a biological mother than
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I had ever believed or realized. I learned a lot of things while serving. But nothing that I learned
transcended this revelation on motherhood. It has changed my life, drastically, in marked ways and it still
affects me every single day. Even though I am now a mother of one child and the step-mother of seven, I
don’t feel that I am any more a mother than I already was after learning that doctrine. In fact, after serving
for 4.5 years in that seminary calling, the most important thing I remember is what I learned about
motherhood.
The point of callings (or wizardry) in the church is to help us keep the commandments and to help us learn
and grow and draw closer to God. Callings are about strengthening our relationship with God. Callings
help us learn things that we cannot learn in any other way. I don’t know how I would have learned what
God taught me about motherhood, in that seminary calling, if I hadn’t been called to it at that important
time.
Consider that in the gospel of Jesus Christ we are commanded to minister to and serve our fellow men.
Then, an avenue to support our capacity to keep that commandment has been built into the organization
of the church. We are given ministering assignments and opportunities to serve in various callings. Thus,
the callings are an opportunity to be instructed and tutored by God. They are the church supporting our
individual and home-centered gospel efforts. Yet, culturally, the dragon often wants us to think that
callings are an opportunity to show other people “how it’s done”. To show them that “we know the best
way”. We are going to hold the best activities, give the best lessons, and bring so many souls to God. Or,
at least, that’s what the dragon wants us to believe. Again, the dragon encourages golden coins, pride,
and self-focus.
Then, there’s the other side. The dragon also wants us to think that callings are a “performance” and thus
many who feel unequal to the calling invitation, who don’t feel they know “the best way”, or “how it’s
done”, accept the calling with shaky knees and fearful hearts because they are self-conscious about their
performance. The dragon wants them to focus on their performance in comparison to others. He
encourages a focus on personal deficiencies and weaknesses that distracts worried and self-conscious
individuals from the point of the calling—it drawing them closer to God.
Over the years, I have accepted many callings. I have fulfilled many callings. Yet, when all is passed, what
mattered most in that calling was what I learned about God and how I drew closer to Him, and what I
learned from those whom I served with. A calling often, by necessity, groups us up with other individuals.
I have learned that God has deliberately brought me into contact with these people. There is something
He wants me to learn from them—either from their failings or their spiritual victories and testimonies.
Which means that He also knows that they will learn from my failings and my testimony.
Not too long ago, I served in a YW’s Presidency. The women I served with were all incredible people. Yet,
they didn’t necessarily do things the way I thought things should be done. I hope I hid my frustration well,
but I often felt it. I thought I was there to help them get things right. However, when I would talk to God
about it, He would teach me things I needed to know. In this YW’s calling, He taught me about the
importance of unity. It was crystal clear, and it was this: unity is more important than having the best way.
That truth changed the way I approached my service and brought me and these incredible women
together in a miraculous way. God was right. It wasn’t about exactly how we did things. It was about
unifying, as God, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Ghost are unified. In that YW’s Presidency, we accomplished
more and better when we unified than when we were all trying to convince each other why our way was
better. After that I felt so uplifted by our association and service together. I have to be honest; I have
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never had that experience before. Once again, the calling was to teach me something, not for me to tell
everybody the best way to do things. The calling was not because I was extra special, or that the other
women were extra special. We simply all had something to learn and God knew we could learn it best
together—if we were willing.
Here is something else that this YW’s calling taught me. That is: it’s okay to be asked to be released from
a calling—which the cultural dragon roars at, of course. Once before, in my years of service, I was serving
as first counselor in the YW’s Presidency in a ward in Kansas City. I can’t lie. It was a tough calling. Our
demographic spread was wide and we struggled to be there for our girls. Some had culturally and
financially easy lives. Others had culturally and financially horrific lives. Some were embarrassed to look
at a boy. Some were under the very real temptation to form deep, intimate relationships with boys and
were under the constant threat of getting pregnant before the age of 16. I felt crushed under the
emotional, spiritual, and psychological weight of the calling. It was hard to develop lessons and activities
that could reach the range of needs we had. I loved all my girls fiercely, but I was crumbling. I felt strongly
that I needed to be released. But then, before I could ask to be released, the bishop released all of us and
called a new presidency.
In some ways I was relieved. I had felt that it was sort of a failure to “ask to be released”. Then, not too
long ago, again while serving in a YW’s presidency, the same presidency in which I learned about unity, I
experienced the same strong feeling that I needed to be released. However, this time, the bishop didn’t
magically change the presidency out. I kept waiting for it to happen. It didn’t. Months passed, and because
I was having trouble justifying why I felt the need to be released, I didn’t ask for it. Then, one Sunday, in a
Youth Leader Council meeting, I experienced a total disconnect from the calling and the meeting. I kept
feeling, so strongly, that I just didn’t care and couldn’t do it anymore. I struggled to hear people at the
meeting, even though we were sitting in close proximity, and I simply said no or didn’t respond to any
requests for me to take on an assignment or to volunteer for something. This was so unlike me, that I
couldn’t help but notice the drastic change.
I went home after that meeting and told my husband, “I think I need to ask to be released.” I explained to
him my experience in the council meeting. He said, “Sounds like you’re right.” I texted the bishop
immediately after counseling with my husband, and the bishop said, “Of course. I’ll get on that right
away.” I felt immediately at peace. My mind reconnected. I received personal confirmation of what I had
known for months. Then, later, when the YW’s President, who had become my very good friend, found
out the bishop was releasing me on my request, she said, “I had been feeling that maybe it was time to
release you months ago, but I pushed it away.” This was because our presidency was so unified and we
loved each other so dearly. But her words further validated my feeling. It was a second witness. God
wanted me out, and He wanted me to be the one to tell the bishop.
Why would God want me to be the one to ask to be released? Why didn’t he just give the bishop a vision
or a prompting to release me? Brigham Young taught, “It is only where experience fails, that revelation is
needed” (https://www.fairlatterdaysaints.org/answers/Journal_of_Discourses/2/6). Yet, sometimes, we
expect the bishop to be all-knowing and telepathic. But bishops don’t get magical revelation especially if
it’s something we can tell them, and should tell them, ourselves. God expects us to act. There’s no reason
for Him to send an angel or a vision if our mouths and voices work just fine. We need to communicate
with our wizards, remember? We need to be honest with them and ask for a release before we begin to
resent our calling, and our wizard.
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Remember, the gospel is “home-centered, church supported”. It always has been. However, culture
developed over the years has often led us to expect the organization’s programs to do all the teaching,
scripture study, and saving, when they were never meant to do so. We have slowly, over the years, let the
church’s supportive programs instruct us and our children and carry the heavier weight in developing our
testimonies. Thankfully, prophetic guidance is encouraging us to get back on track. Thus, if we feel we
can’t do a calling anymore, it’s okay to let the bishop know that we can’t do it anymore. There is no need
to feel guilty or like a failure. It is actually, the opposite. If the calling is no longer supporting our efforts
to follow Christ, and is instead an immense burden and is compromising our sanity, we aren’t supposed
to just keep doing it at our own expense or the expense of our family. Staying in the calling doesn’t make
us more spiritual or valiant especially if we are under spiritual and emotional, or even physical, strain.
In the same vein, if we are extended a calling and our gut says, “This is going to stress me out and make
me miserable,” or “This is going to strain the relationship between me and my spouse…”, or “I really don’t
like teaching adults and feel happiest as a simple primary teacher,” then we need to tell the bishop how
we feel. He may ask us to pray about it, but that doesn’t mean that he is sending us away until we feel
guilty enough to change our mind. We should pray about it. And if our thoughts and inspiration are telling
us that it’s not something we can do, we should be honest and not feel bad that we cannot accept the
calling extended. It may be an opportunity to counsel with the bishop about the types of callings we do
feel comfortable serving in, at least for the present. Sometimes, our mind will change if we pray about the
call extended. But God will talk to us personally about when we seek His will for us. We don’t have to just
accept the bishop’s witness without pondering it.
Once, years before I met him, when my husband was serving as a Sunday School teacher, a call was
extended to him to serve in the Elder’s Quorum as a counselor with a very good friend of his. He thought
about it and the invitation to this particular calling just didn’t sit well with him. It wasn’t because he
couldn’t do the calling or wasn’t willing and he didn’t feel bad, necessarily; he just simply felt like he
shouldn’t accept it. So, he told the bishop no. Then, a month later, he was called into the bishopric. This
calling sat right with him. Thus, sometimes, simply because we can do a calling, or like the people we will
be serving with, doesn’t necessarily mean that we shouldn’t still seek our own witness that the calling is
the Lord’s will for us.
Later, when my husband was serving as a bishop, he felt the need to extend a calling to a woman as a
Primary President. The feeling to extend the call was strong. So, he extended the calling. The woman
rejected. My husband still felt strongly about calling her, so he counseled with his stake president, who
also felt like the call was right. So, my husband asked her again. Again, she rejected the calling. My husband
accepted that and it was fine. Then he was prompted to call someone else. My husband wondered, after
that, why he had felt so strongly about extending the call to this woman if she was only to reject it. Then,
he had the impression that the she had needed to at least be extended the opportunity. That was what
was critically important. My husband’s role was not to convince her to accept, but to ensure she had the
opportunity to serve.
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In early 2020, during the country-wide COVID-19 quarantine, we came to understand exactly what the
words “home-centered, church-supported” actually meant. It was during this time, that a friend of mine,
who lived in a different ward, called and we were talking on the phone about a lot of things, just shooting
the breeze and discussing a book I was trying to write. Then, she told me something rather upsetting. Her
daughter, who was nearing 18, didn’t like the YW’s activities being held over Zoom. She told her daughter
that she didn’t have to go to the Zoom activities. However, then a few people in her ward became
concerned, because they felt that if her daughter didn’t go to the Zoom activities that she was becoming
“inactive” and they feared for her spiritual progression. My friend reassured them that her daughter had
a great relationship with the Savior, and not to worry. But they continued to worry, and to judge.
These well-meaning fellow Christians were unhappy because they couldn’t measure this young women’s
righteousness. They couldn’t see if she was spiritually on the right track. That was out of their range,
because it fell under the home-centered jurisdiction. They judged unrighteously, and acted in unChristlike
ways, because they were using the YW’s program and its structure as a way to measure the righteousness
of this young woman. They didn’t see the YW activities over Zoom as a “support” to the gospel instruction
in the home. They saw it as a necessity for personal righteousness. Thus, they had “golden program
sickness”. They had misconstrued the program’s point.
However, it wasn’t the quarantine that caused the golden program sickness. No, this spiritual ailment has
been ailing many of us for countless years. The quarantine simply exacerbated the fever. And, even though
the quarantine is over, activities are still only a “support” to the instruction in the home; they are not a
sign of a teenager’s righteousness or unrighteousness.
When I was younger, I had a sister who didn’t want to go to activities. My parents were okay with that.
So, they encouraged her to find other activities that would build her talents and capacities and help her
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grow. I have a son who isn’t a huge fan of social activities. So, we don’t make him go. Sometimes, if it’s
something he’s interested in, he’ll go. For a while, he had a job that helped him work on those social skills
along with other important development. Later, the job became a hindrance to his education. So, like my
parents did with my sister, we encouraged him to ponder on his own, to pray and think, and to come up
with some things he wanted to improve upon and learn for himself. He chose to work on drawing and to
take up martial arts, something his dad does. Now, they go together and it is building him and
strengthening their friendship and relationship, also. Both of these help my son to build self-confidence
and to become more Christlike. In both of these cases, the home-centered focus did a better job seeking
inspiration and providing what these teenagers needed to grow in their relationship with Christ and to
build themselves.
Remember, if you can, that in The Hobbit, the dwarf leader Thorin Oakenshield, who when he resumed
his rightful place and title as “king under the mountain” fell quickly to the same gold sickness that had
ruined his grandfather and which had brought Smaug, the cultural dragon, to the mountain gold hoard to
begin with. Everything with Thorin became “about the gold and the king’s jewel”. Relationships stopped
mattering. He treated everyone with suspicion and jealousy with regard to the treasure and the jewel. He
judged incorrectly through the negatively-colored perspective of his “gold sickness”. He was convinced
that everyone was against him, that they were no longer loyal to him, and that their plan was to betray
him. Thorin got fixated on the treasure and what it meant for him.
Golden Program Sickness is similar to judging people as “inactive” or “active”, those terrible troll-ish
words! …which we learned about in Part III: Turning Mountain Trolls of Jargon to Stone. Golden Program
Sickness is taking a wonderful program that is intended to “support” the efforts of gospel study and
devotion in the home and making it the primary measure of teenage righteousness. Are the programs
inspired of God and helpful? Absolutely. If a teenager doesn’t always want to participate, does this mean
they are cast off forever from the Lord and are on a sinful track? Absolutely not. Yet, with a hoard of
golden coins of “attendance”, “participation”, and achievement in these programs, the cultural dragon
does not want us to cease our offerings. He would rather we use cultural, unChristlike fear tactics and
peer pressure to make people feel guilty for not offering their coins—coins we can count and measure.
The enemy, Satan, who does not always support the dragon’s exact aims, is still happy for the dragon to
culturally spell us. This is because the enemy, Satan, is happy for us to either offer the coins in a pharisaical
way—without becoming godlier, of course—or for us to get offended and abandon the gospel altogether,
which is what happens when people isolate or judge us by our program participation. Both ways serve his
destructive and miserable ends. If people are judging unrighteously and persecuting others so that they
will serve the cultural dragon, then Satan wins. If people judge unrighteously and drive people not only
away from the dragon, but away from the church and its necessary gospel ordinances and covenants,
Satan also wins. The cultural dragon is its own monster, but it still serves the aims of the enemy. He would
have us be golden-program sick, or to abandon the fight for godliness altogether.
With all that we understand, in these modern times, about different personalities, cognitive capacities,
introversion and extroversion, faith-journeys, family differences, etc., you think we’d be able to
understand that programs support individual and family efforts to become like Christ, but that we can’t
expect a program to fit every shape and size of person out there. Programs are a help, a support. But not
everyone wants the same amount of support, or thrives in such achievement or entertainment or sociallyfocused environments.
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I’ve never been very big on social activities through the church at all. I’m an introvert. I don’t need people
to come and visit me to strengthen my testimony, or so that I feel like I fit in at church. I don’t need to feel
like I fit in, and often I just don’t. It’s nice to fit in, of course. Sometimes I do feel like I fit in, but that it is
not a major player in my personal relationship with God. And, I’m okay with that. Others, however, do
need that feeling of fitting in, and I’m okay with that too. I think activities should be held for those
personality types, and I do try to support the ones that I mentally and emotionally can. But if I don’t go to
many ward or Relief Society activities it’s not because I’m struggling with my testimony and it’s not that
I’m mad at anyone. It’s because I take care of my own relationship between God and me, I focus on my
family, and I don’t need every church program that is offered to support those efforts. I don’t depend on
the programs. I do need some, and I do use them, when I need them. Other people need the extra support,
and depend upon it because of where they are in their own personal and family spiritual progression.
Which is great! Some need a little support, but not all of it. That is also great! Because that’s what the
programs are supposed to do—to support us as much as we need.
As with those who don’t always make it to church, when youth (or adults) don’t feel inclined to participate
in supportive church programs, our question should be about us, not them. We should think, “I should get
to know this young woman (or young man or person) better,” rather than, “Well, he’s on the path to
destruction, for sure”, or “Why doesn’t he ever come?”, we should think, “I wonder, knowing her like I
do, how I can help her come closer to Christ in her way, instead of my way.” Or, perhaps, even better, we
might think, “If this person doesn’t love the programs, I need to find a way to be their friend and minister
to them outside of these programs”.
The new Children and Youth Programs are designed not for us to turn out achieving, certificate, and pinbearing teens with the assumption that those achievements will also put a golden guarantee on their
relationship with Christ. The most recently revealed programs are designed so that our children and teens
can pray and seek personal guidance, from God, in how they can grow closer to Him by setting goals they
choose. It’s a home-centered, personal-relationship-with-God centered plan. It is designed so that
younger Latter-day Saints learn to depend on personal revelation sooner, instead of years after they’ve
graduated all the supportive programs and still find that they don’t know how they “hear Him”. While we
still hold onto some pieces of the old constructs, for now, and it’s still important to try to hold activities
and aid our youth, it is no longer church-centered. It is family-centered and individual-centered. That
means, my dear friends, that these young people’s personal righteousness and relationship with God is
not in our control—not that it ever truly was, but we felt like it was, like we could control their
righteousness and comfort ourselves by their patches and medallions that we had saved them. No, their
relationship with God is theirs to measure. They get to take responsibility for that relationship sooner than
we are culturally used to, which we find unsettling. But it’s okay.
I’ve heard the cry of many, “But what about those who don’t have supportive parents or family? They’re
going to fail in this new program.” My answer: there is no failure, because it’s merely a support. They can’t
fail, they can only choose to not use the supportive program as much as we’d like. So, statements like that
are a symptom of fear. The program isn’t the gospel. The gospel can function perfectly well without it.
These teens can still pray and read the scriptures and seek God’s help to learn and grow without the
program. Look, God’s got this. God revealed this program specifically for this time in history. Do we really
think He doesn’t know what He’s doing? He knows these individuals who don’t have the home-centered
support we’d like them to have. He knows that through ministering, and seeking personal revelation as
those called to aid them, He can support them through what we can do, without the program. Isn’t that
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interesting? He is asking them to get personal revelation to learn and grow spiritually AND He is asking us
to minister using personal revelation—not to depend upon the program to measure, or label these youth.
He’s trying to tell us that we can’t measure these things. They are taught and directed by the Holy Spirit.
We need to be directed in supporting them just with or without the program as must as they need to be
developing the capacity for personal direction for themselves.
So, it’s not just a change for the youth, it’s a change for us adults, too! We can leave Egypt and go directly
into the promised land if we don’t stand around murmuring and complaining because we don’t
understand things and want to keep things like they were back in Egypt. Or, we can murmur and complain
and try to hold onto the way things have been done in the past until God decides He can’t move forward
until we’ve wandered around for 40 years, died, and until only those youth that He’s training up, right
now, are left. It means that we need to do things different than simply inviting youth to program events.
It may be taking them for an ice cream on a weekly basis, and having a genuine conversation that only
lasts 15 minutes instead of pressuring them repeatedly to attend the set 50-90 minutes on a set night of
the week. It may be giving them rides on a moment’s notice, when they take us up on that half-hearted
offer we issued. It may be many other things. It doesn’t always have to be served by the program. In fact,
that’s what God is trying to get us away from. He’s trying to help us become godly, not just to act godly.
The new youth program can also be served by ministering on our part. Then, when what we can do comes
to an end, God’s got the rest. We need not fear. Golden programs have never saved anyone. Only God
can save. The programs can only support what is already taking place for those who want, and need, that
support.
So, why do we sometimes think this way? Why has our culture developed to become so judgmental about
program participation and achievement? More importantly, why do we believe that achievement in these
programs equals a person who will never stray? Why do we take so much comfort in necklaces, tie pins,
and full-completion certificates? Shouldn’t our comfort and confidence come from the reassurance and
guidance of the Holy Ghost?
Well, it is in the nature of pharisees to micromanage the spiritual education and progression of others.
Pharisees want predictability. They want tangible, visual evidence that they are on the right track. They
want to relax and “be done” because they’ve checked off all the boxes. They want other’s paths to Christ
to look like theirs so that they can understand it, and evaluate it. They want everyone’s path to Christ to
look like the one our culture says is the “best way”. But, as we’ve talked about in the previous parts of this
multi-part podcast, it is the cultural dragon who leads us to focus on cultural constructs and counting
golden coins instead of the doctrine and gospel of Christ, and on true ministering. The dragon, and the
true mastermind, Satan, don’t want us to become godly. They just want us to offer golden coins and to
incorrectly judge others by their outward spiritual riches. Thus, if that’s what we find ourselves doing, we
are being deceived by the enemy, himself.
The gospel of Jesus Christ is the doctrine of Christ: which is to come unto Christ, to repent, and to be
baptized (2 Nephi 31, all verses). In verse 9-10, of 2 Nephi 31, it says: [God] showeth unto the children of
men the straitness of the path, and the narrowness of the gate, by which they should enter, he having set
the example before them. It is His example we should follow, and none other. And he said unto the
children of men: “Follow thou me”. Jesus didn’t submit to the pharisees oral law and programs. He talked
often about how the pharisees preached good things, but then didn’t actually do what they preached. In
Matthew 23:3 Jesus said: “All therefore whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe and do; but do
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not ye after their works: for they say, and do not”. Jesus was referring to the pharisees reading the
scriptures and preaching faith, repentance, mercy, goodness, etc. They preached following the Holy Spirit.
Yet, they did not actually exhibit these godly characteristics. They would preach the gospel and then
adhere to their own oral traditions. Programs, rules, and achievements were their downfall, and they
omitted faith, charity, mercy, and meekness when they persecuted and judged others for not participating
in them. They missed Christ when He was right in front of them.
The doctrine, and gospel, of Jesus Christ is also not only baptism, but to get on the covenant path and try
to become godly (ibid.). In 2 Nephi 31:12 it reads: “He that is baptized in my name, to him will the Father
give the Holy Ghost, like unto me; wherefore, follow me, and do the things which ye have seen me do.”
That is the gospel! Russell M. Nelson, President of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has
recently warned: “In the coming days, it will not be possible to survive spiritually without the guiding,
directing, comforting, and constant influence of the Holy Ghost” (Revelation for the Church, Revelation
for Our Lives, General Conference, April 2018). That is how we measure our own spiritual progression—
our capacity, willingness, and understanding of how to receive the Holy Ghost, of knowing how we “hear
Him” in our lives. That is how we know where we stand in our relationship with God.
Gold sickness is to focus on the programs that support our journey as the solution, as the saving grace,
instead of focusing on the journey to Christ with the programs as some useful equipment to have with us
in our backpack. I can’t help but quote the live-action Cinderella here. “Just because it’s what’s done,
doesn’t mean it’s what should be done”. Remember, the cultural dragon thrives on jargon, titles and
callings, extra rules and labels, and most especially tradition (Can’t you hear the song from Fiddler on the
Roof, “Tradition! Tradition!”). The dragon craves tradition and pride. The dragon loves things that we do
without thinking, that we stop thinking about. He likes things that we take for granted are okay because
they were okay last time, or ten years ago, or fifty years ago. He doesn’t want us to seek consistent
personal revelation. The dragon loves actions that we do just to check off a list without that action actually
helping us become more like God. The dragon loves the frills, gems, and jewels that we throw in with our
golden, cultural actions. These are frills that we delight in and that in and of themselves aren’t evil, and
“can’t be criticized as being wrong, but taken together, so occupy our time that we do not do those things
that are absolutely essential…” (Elder Richard G. Scott, BYU Education Week, 19 Aug 1997, taken from
Week of Aug 30 1997 Church News p.5)
Sometime ago, I served in a YW’s presidency. If you’ve been following along, you can see that God has put
me in the YW’s many times. In this particular time of service in that calling, we constantly, in our activity
planning, came upon the issue of tradition. There were some activities and special events that were on
the calendar every year because that’s what had always been done, and they had been done in a very
specific and set way. We were often met with annoyed resistance if we suggested something different, or
even a minor change to a traditional activity. The youth programs had some golden traditions that cast a
sickness over some minds. Things were expected to be a certain way because “that was what had always
been done”. These traditional activities glittered and sparkled and shone. People had stopped wondering
if these activities and events were what “should be done”. They wanted to fulfill cultural expectations and
keep things comfortable and shiny, to meet the upcoming youth’s expectations. They wanted those jewels
for display far more than wanting to rethink things, and to seek inspiration. It had been a good idea years
ago, but no one any longer took the time to wonder if it was still the best idea.
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Part V: Golden Program Sickness
I want to note here, that I have a testimony that God works with culture. It takes time to break traditions
and replace them with the gospel. God rarely does it all at once, but He does do it, frequently. Little-bylittle He gives us opportunities to shake off traditions and gold sickness and inject in their place unique,
revelation-guided improvement. However, we are not to let these new inspirations become stagnant
traditions either. Remember, it is consistent guidance by the Holy Ghost. Thus, we must constantly seek
new revelation so that it becomes a pattern, a living-breathing thing, so that we never close ourselves off
to God guiding us in our own journey and in our efforts to support the godly journey of others.
Let me give you an example. I used to save all my old lessons and talks with the intent that if I ever got
asked to teach or speak on those topics again, I could just whip out my old version and reuse it. However,
I found that each time the same topic of lesson or talk was given to me, that I would forget I had these
old files until after I had prepared yet again. Then, when I would compare them, I would see that I had
been inspired to approach the same topic in a totally different way, and for very good reasons. Usually,
the way I was inspired to approach the topic led me to learn something new and to become a little better.
Sometimes, the inspiration I received led me to barely touch on the topic I was given at all. It was only a
beginning that the Spirit used to instruct me on where to go and what to ponder. I still save my old files.
But I refer to them only when inspired by the Spirit. Every time I speak and teach, I am a different person
than I was the last time. Every time I speak and teach, the people that I am in front of are different than
before, even if they are mostly all the same people. To simply reuse an old talk deprives all of us of the
opportunity for the Spirit to inspire us all with what we need now—because it’s different than what we
needed last time.
The dragon of church culture’s greatest power is tradition—the way things have always been done are so
comfortable! Tradition, however, if not closely monitored and frequently re-evaluated under the guidance
of the Holy Spirit, can bring on a sort of gold sickness that makes us begin to see others in a defensive and
judgmental light, just like our dwarven king, Thorin Oakenshield. We want to hold on to our ways and not
have to seek new inspiration and guidance, to rule differently. We don’t want to let go of the stuff that
makes us feel we have a right to rule. We feel offended when people want to change things, or suggest a
different way than the way it’s always been done. We think people who don’t want to do things in the
traditional way are wayward and disloyal to God, not realizing that we may be the ones who are disloyal.
We want people to do things our way because in our mind it’s the right way—the way it’s always been
done. But this is a dangerous thing that can lead us to place tradition before personal revelation, and
maintaining Christlike relationships. Shake off the gold sickness! Let go of tradition and seek new
revelation!
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Summary
This is the end of my five-part series on slaying the dragon of church culture. I hope you have enjoyed this
adventure. I hope you have found personal inspiration and guidance for your own life. I haven’t covered
every religious cultural issue that exists. There are many. I have, however, detailed the false doctrines of
the enemy which underlay all incorrect, cultural traditions. They all lead to pride and enmity, selfdeprecations, unhealthy perfectionism, unrighteous judgment, unChristlike treatment of others,
superiority complexes, inferiority complexes, etc.
If anything in this series has impacted your life, or deeply resonated with you, I invite you to share it with
others. We may have finished the first few legs of our quest to slay the cultural dragon, but others have
yet to begin. We may have, by our own discoveries, begun to weaken his power, but we have a long way
to go yet, before the true enemy of our souls has been vanquished, and a Zion culture established.
Thank you for joining me on the quest! I hope to see you on my next adventure.

